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We wish to extend a heartfelt thank you to  
our dealers, promoters and friends. In the face of 
challenging economic times, we are grateful for 
both your support and the inherent goodness 
of disc golf. Thankfully, disc golf remains fun, 
healthy and affordable and Innova golf discs 
continue to be the most desired. 

While we appreciate the game and our role 
in its growth, 2009 was still a sad year for us.  We 
mourned the untimely loss of our friend and 
co-founder.  Tim Selinske passed away in August 
after a brave battle with LCH. His bright spirit 
and eternal optimism will be forever missed.  Our 
prayers are with his family and all his disc golf 
friends in this time of sorrow.

 We will work to continue to support the 
game, to improve our golf discs, and to enhance 
our customer service. For those who choose 
Innova, thank you.  For those considering Innova, 
thank you. As always, we ask you to let us know 
how we can do better. By working together, we 
can continue to fulfill disc golf desires in 2010. 

Thanks again. We hope to see you on the 
course.

Sincerely, 

Dave Dunipace and Harold Duvall

A letter from the founders2
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NEW FOR 2010 • Driving Disc Golf Forward

The Dart has developed a solid following 
since its release in the Spring of 2009. With 
dead straight flights, it isn’t hard to see why. 
The Dart holds a straight line when thrown 
flat. It’s as easy as that. The Dart is straight for 
putts and drives. 

Very straight at all speeds• 
Best long range putter• 
Great gripping plastic• 

Dart • Putt & Approach
The Mako is a game changer. It is one of 
the easiest discs to learn. To learn it is to 
love it! Straight shots are made for the 
Mako. Even slight release angles end up 
going straight.  Aim the Mako where you 
want to land. That’s where it is headed. 

The straightest, longest Mid-Range• 
Flat landing prevents skipping• 
Grippy Star plastic• 

Mako • Mid-Range
The Katana is one fast finesse disc. With 
more turn than its siblings, the Boss and the 
Groove, it offers less powerful players more 
distance. Better players will love the Katana 
for tailwind shots and stand up hyzer shots 
that get out of sight fast.

Our longest range Distance Driver with a • 
significant high speed turn
Perfect for players with less power• 
Great long range roller• 

Katana • Distance Driver

speed glide turn fade

3 4 0 0
speed glide turn fade

4 5 0 0
speed glide turn fade

13 5 -3 3
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NEW FOR 2010 • Driving Disc Golf Forward

The Star San Marino Roc is the first Star 
Roc for general release. Players who love 
Rocs will want to get one of these. Vintage 
technology fused with cutting edge plastics.

Reliable in all wind conditions• 
More glide than the Rancho Roc• 
Our most durable Roc offered for retail• 

Star San Marino Roc • Mid-Range
In 2009, Innova introduced a new, softer 
Pro plastic. R-Pro plastic has a soft grippy 
feel that benefits players looking for a 
more tactile plastic. We’ve added R-Pro to a 
variety of models; look for more in 2010.

R-Pro Aviar• 
R-Pro JK Aviar-X• 
R-Pro Rhyno• 
R-Pro Pig• 
R-Pro Hydra• 

R-Pro Plastic
The R-Pro Roc is coming soon. This Roc has 
the best grip yet. Perfect for cold or wet 
weather conditions. This Roc starts out a 
little overstable and becomes even more 
tasty with a bit of seasoning.

Great R-Pro grip for confident shots• 
Same great wind beating performance• 
THE Roc for cold or wet weather• 

R-Pro Roc • Mid-Range

speed glide turn fade

4 4 0 3
speed glide turn fade

4 4 0 3

R-Pro Dart• 
R-Pro Roc• 
R-Pro Cro• 
R-Pro Skeeter• 
R-Pro Boss• 
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R-Pro Plastic
At INNOVA we are constantly working to find new 
ways to improve our products. It is one reason we 
are the leader in the Disc Golf industry. Our latest 
INNOVAtion is R-Pro Plastic.

The R in R-Pro stands for rubbery. R-Pro is a special 
blend of plastic designed to provide maximum grip 
with increased flexibility.

R-Pro putters and Mid-Range discs are made of a 
soft rubbery material to provide flexibility even in cold 
conditions. The rubbery material helps absorb impacts and 
allows disc to stay put. The R-Pro material used in the R-Pro 
Boss is firmer than R-Pro putters and Mid-Range discs, but 
still provides that excellent R-Pro grip. R-Pro plastic allows 
us to make the Boss in weights as low as 135 grams.

R-Pro plastic allows putters like the Dart, Aviar, JK Aviar, 
Rhyno, Pig and Hydra to stick and stay in the chains. R-Pro 
Mid-Range discs like the Roc, Skeeter and Cro tend to stay 
put and not skip away upon landing.  

R-Pro Golf Discs • Softer Plastic, Better Grip

R-Pro Golf Discs weights page
R-Pro Rhyno 165-175g 16
R-Pro JK Aviar-X 165-175g 17
R-Pro Aviar 165-175g 17
R-Pro Pig 150-175g 18
R-Pro Hydra 172g 18
R-Pro Dart 165-175g 19
R-Pro Roc 165-180g 21
R-Pro Cro 165-175g 24
R-Pro Skeeter 165-175g 25
R-Pro Boss 135-175g 38

Benefits of R-Pro Plastic
•	 Better	grip	for	cold	and	wet	weather
•	 Improved	feel	for	confident	putting	and	approaches
•	 Rubbery	material	absorbs	impacts	and	lowers	

deflections
•	 R-Pro	Hydra	floats	in	water	(page	18)
•	 R-Pro	Boss	makes	a	great	beginner	driver	in	light	

weights	(page	38)
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KC Star Wraith $17.99
165-175 gm

KC Champion Firebird $15.99
150-175 gm

KC Champion TeeBird $15.99
150-175 gm

KC Champion Eagle $15.99
150-175 gm

KC Pro Roc $12.99
150-180 gm

KC Pro Aviar $12.99
165-175 gm

No player in the history of 
disc golf has dominated 
like Ken Climo. With 12 
World Championships, 5 US 
Championships, and a basket full 
of other Major titles, Ken became 
the face of disc golf throughout 
the 90s. He is still THE player to 
beat at any event. After 20 years, 
Ken continues  to remind people 
of his prowess at big events by 
winning against competition half 
his age.
The KC line of signature discs are 
the discs that helped Ken win all 
those titles. 

page 
36

page 
32

page 
29

page 
29

page 
16

page 
21

Twelve Time World Champion
Five Time U.S. Champion

GOLF DISCS • Signature Discs
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page 
38

page 
37

2008 World Champion
2005 U.S. Champion2009 World Champion

David Feldberg Champion Boss $15.99Avery Jenkins Star Destroyer $17.99

GOLF DISCS • Signature Discs
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Juliana Korver Pro Aviar-X $12.99

Five Time 
Womens World Champion

page 
17

Barry Schultz Champion Leopard $15.99

Barry Schultz Champion Beast $15.99

Two Time World Champion
Three Time U.S. Champion

page 
35

page 
28

Christian Sandstrom Star Valkyrie $17.99

World Distance Champion

page 
33

GOLF DISCS • Signature Discs
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GOLF DISCS • Plastic & Disc Types

Star Plastic

Innova’s Star Plastic offers the best 
combination of grip and durability. 
Bright colors and slow wear mean 
players will be able to throw these 
discs for a long time.  

DURABILITy

GRIP

Benefits
• Superior grip that performs well in most 

weather conditions   
• Long-lasting durability
• Discs can range from firm to a more 

gummy flexibility
• Some models available in Echo Plastic 

(50% or more recycled material)

Champion Plastic

Innova’s Champion Plastic is the 
original ultra-durable golf disc 
plastic. These discs wear slower and 
last for hundreds of rounds.  

DURABILITy

GRIP

Benefits
• Suitable for the increased throwing 

speeds of professional players
• Long-lasting durability — retains 

Innova flight characteristics longer than 
DX or Pro plastics

• Some models available with colorful 
and unique I-Dye designs  (page 41)

R-Pro Plastic

Innova’s R-Pro is softer for the best 
all-condition grip and improved 
feel. R-Pro is the best choice for cold 
weather, and is favored by those 
who prefer a softer feel to their 
discs. 

DURABILITy

GRIP

Benefits
• Better grip for cold and wet weather
• Improved feel for confident putting
• Rubbery material absorbs impacts, 

lowers deflections
• R-Pro Boss makes a great beginner 

driver in light weights (page 38)

Pro Plastic

Innova’s Pro Plastic is manufactured 
using a unique blend of plastics. Pro 
plastic is designed to add grip and 
glide. It is more durable than our DX 
plastic. 

DURABILITy

GRIP

Benefits
• Driver models tend to glide more than 

other plastics
• Provides an improved grip over our 

Champion Line plastic
• Some models available with colorful 

and unique I-Dye designs  (page 41)

DX Plastic

Innova’s DX Plastic is our most 
popular line and offers the widest 
selection of models and weights.  
These discs are affordably priced 
and provide an excellent grip in a 
variety of weather situations.  

GRIP

DURABILITy

Benefits
• Good all-weather grip
• Wears in progressively to provide new 

and varied flight characteristics
• Most economically priced of our plastic 

lines 

Plastic tyPes

common GriPs for Different shotsCommon grips for different types of shots

There are a variety of ways to 
hold a disc. The grips shown 
on this page are among 
the most common. Choose 
a grip that feels right and 
works for you. 

Power Grip Control Grip Hook Thumber GripSidearm/Forehand Grip

Power Grip: mainly for drives and 
long approaches. All four fingers 
are stacked on the inside of the rim. 
The disc sits in the palm along the 
creases, diagonally. More power is 
transferred with this grip.

Control Grip: traditionally for putts 
and approach shots. Fingers rest on 
the underside of the disc, not against 
the rim. Index finger rests against the 
outside of the rim. This grip offers clean, 
low-speed releases.

Sidearm/Forehand Grip: for sidearm 
shots and overhand shots. Middle 
finger is against the rim, with index 
stacked against middle or under the 
flightplate. Thumb pinches top above 
fingers. 

Hook Thumber Grip: for overhand 
shots - thrown like a baseball.  
Thumb rests against inside rim, 
outside of rim rests in crease 
between thumb and index finger. 
Grip tight for more power.IN
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Distance Drivers

Distance Drivers are at the pinnacle 
of golf disc design. They offer 
players more distance off the tee 
than other types of golf discs.
Benefits
• Deliver maximum distance off the tee
• Our widest selection of models offers a 

disc for every player’s skill level
• Most Distance Drivers are offered in 

Star and Champion plastics to ensure 
longevity and optimal characteristics.

• Valkyrie currently holds the World 
Distance Record of 820 feet (250m)  
(page 33)

• The Monarch (page 35) and Groove 
(page 38) use our new rim technology 
to reduce weight and increase glide. 

DISTANCE

CONTROL

Fairway Drivers

Fairway Drivers are designed to 
offer players more accuracy than 
Distance Drivers without sacrificing 
too much distance. These are used 
when keeping the disc on the 
fairway or green is more important 
than maximum distance.

Benefits
• Deliver dependable distance control for 

consistent, accurate driving 
• Valuable disc for shorter, controlled 

drives and long approaches
• Easier for beginners to use than 

Distance Drivers
• Help to increase confidence through 

added control and consistency
• The Leopard (page 28) should be 

everyone’s first fairway driver.

DISTANCE

CONTROL

Mid-Range

Mid-Range discs are great 
for all types of shots and are 
recommended as a first disc for 
beginners for their ease of use and 
forgiving nature.

Benefits
• Designed to provide accuracy and 

control for Mid-Range, approach, and 
short drives 

• Provide dependability from fairway to 
pin

• Roc is the Mid-Range disc of choice for 
competitive players (page 21)

• Mako is our newest and straightest Mid-
Range for most players (page 22)

• Skeeter is the recommended Mid-Range 
disc for beginning players (page 25)

DISTANCE

CONTROL

Putt & Approach

Putt & Approach discs fly true at low 
and medium speeds, which is highly 
desirable when putting.  These discs 
are also great for approaches and 
short drives.  The quickest way to 
lower scores in disc golf is mastery 
of your putter.

Benefits
• Dependable, accurate, and confidence 

inspiring putts
• Ideal for controlled upshots, short 

drives and “go for it” shots
• Available in a variety of different 

models and plastics to match unique 
putting styles and grips

• Aviar is the most popular golf disc ever 
produced (pages 16-17)

DISTANCE

CONTROL

INNOVA manufactures a 
complete line of discs for the 
sport of disc golf. We produce 
golf discs for every situation 
you may encounter from the 
tee to the fairway to the green. 
Whether you are playing on 
a wide-open, windy course, 
threading a narrow wooded 
fairway, executing a flawless 
approach, escaping a difficult 
situation or nailing a crucial 
putt, INNOVA has a disc 
to match all your disc golf 
situations. 

Distance DriverFairway DriverMid-RangePutt & Approach

Disc tyPes

throwinG tiPs from Dave

Flatten it out for distance
Throwing a disc with a high trajectory means the disc is fighting 
gravity.  It will eventually slow down and stall, falling to the left. 
If you throw high enough you may actually lose distance as the 
disc stalls.  Throwing line drives will allow your disc to maintain 
its initial velocity longer, thereby adding distance.

Learn to keep the nose down
When you release the disc, does the front of the disc point to-
ward the sky? If it does, you are exposing the less aerodynamic 
underside to the air you are trying to penetrate. This creates 
turbulence, slowing your disc, and ultimately making your disc 
stall. Keep the nose flat or down, and you’ll achieve the distance 
you desire.

GOLF DISCS • Plastic & Disc Types
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Aviar Driver KC Pro Aviar  JK Pro AviarPage 16-17

SPEED 2
Aviar P&A   Classic AviarRhyno

Page 15

SPEED 1
Birdie SonicPolecat

GOLF DISCS • The Full Innova Line

Banshee TeeBirdPage 28-29

SPEED 7
Eagle TL

Page 27-28

SPEED 6
GazelleWhippet Cheetah Leopard

Cro SpiderPage 24-25

SPEED 5
KitePantherGator Skeeter

Page 21-23

SPEED 4
Coyote MakoRoc Stingray WolfShark Cobra

GOOD FOR WIND AND SIDEARMS ALL-AROUND PERFORMER   EASIER TO THROW

GOOD FOR WIND AND SIDEARMS ALL-AROUND PERFORMER   EASIER TO THROW

GOOD FOR WIND AND SIDEARMS ALL-AROUND PERFORMER   EASIER TO THROW FAR

Hydra Classic RocPage 18-19

SPEED 3
Aero XDDartPig

PUTT & APPROACH 
DISCS

MID-RANGE 
DISCS

FAIRWAy  
DRIVERS

Viper
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GOOD FOR WIND AND SIDEARMS ALL-AROUND PERFORMER   EASIER TO THROW FAR

Page 31

SPEED 8
Dragon Archangel

Page 32-33

SPEED 9
Firebird Viking Valkyrie Sidewinder RoadrunnerFL

Page 36

SPEED 11
WraithTeeRexMax

DestroyerPage 37

SPEED 12
XCaliber

BossPage 38

SPEED 13
Groove Katana

Page 34-35

SPEED 10

Monster Orc SL BeastStarfire Monarch

GOLF DISCS • The Full Innova Line

Choose the right disc for each throw 

Distance Drivers are the best 
choice for the longest drives and 
will maximize your distance. 

Fairway Drivers are great for shots 
where accuracy is paramount to 
pure distance. Strategy over power. 

Mid-Range discs offer pin-point 
control at moderate speeds. The 
bread and butter of a solid game. 

Putt & Approach discs are key for 
short range success. They are the 
most predictable at lower speeds.

We have a disc for every shot. Keep your Drivers in the bag 
when you get within a certain range. Drivers are meant to 

be thrown fast and far and do not perform as well when thrown at low speeds like a Putt & Approach. Pull out the Putter or Mid-
Range to make a key placement throw or putt. It’s like golf club selection. Play smart. Have fun.

Get FREE Disc Selection Charts
We’ll send you a free set of Disc 
Selection Charts to inform you 
and your customers.  
They have all the molds, plastics 
offered, flight paths, and flight 
numbers so players are better 
informed about the disc they are 
choosing.  
Just contact a sales rep and ask for 
a set of Disc Selection Charts and 
we’ll send a set your way.

DISTANCE 
DRIVERS



Speed 11 & 12
Speed 10

Speed 9
Speed 7 & 8

Speed 5 & 6
Distance Driver

Distance Driver
Distance Driver

Fairway Driver
Fairway Driver

Each disc golfer’s throw is unique. This chart will help determine the right INNOVA disc for your throw. Once you have thrown one of our discs, you can use this chart as a frame of reference to choose others. Disc choice is based 

primarily on two characteristics - Speed and Stability. Discs are arranged from overstable on the left to understable on the right.  The faster �ying discs are at the top, and the slowest �ying ones are at the bottom. 

OVERSTABLE For Wind & Power

UNDERSTABLE Beginner FriendlyBeginner FriendlyBeginner Friendly

STABLE (STRAIGHT) Good for All Players

MID-RANGE / PUTT & APPROACH

JK Pro AviarJK Pro AviarJK Pro AviarJuliana Korver’s favorite putter. 
Juliana Korver’s favorite putter. 
Juliana Korver’s favorite putter. Grippy and dependable.Grippy and dependable.Grippy and dependable.

2| 3| 0| 2

R-Pro

KC Pro AviarKC Pro AviarKC Pro AviarKen Climo’s putter of choice. Stable 
Ken Climo’s putter of choice. Stable 
Ken Climo’s putter of choice. Stable and stiff. Good for windy approaches.
and stiff. Good for windy approaches.
and stiff. Good for windy approaches.

2| 3| 0| 2

Pro

IT’S ALL IN THE NUMBERS
4 | 4 | 0 | 2

Speed (�rst number) 
Speed is the ability of a disc to cut through the air. Speed ratings are from 1 to 13. Discs with higher numbers are faster, but require more power to achieve their true potential. Lower numbers o�er better distance control.Glide (second number) A higher glide number means the disc can ride the air better. New players should look for discs with more glide. A disc rated 6 has the most glide. Turn - High Speed Turn (third number) The tendency of a disc to bank right (for RHBH* throwers) early in the �ight. A disc rated +1 is most resistant to turn over. A disc rated -4 will turn the easiest.Fade - Low Speed Fade (last number) All discs tail o� in the same direction (left for RHBH* shots), but some will “hook” harder than others. A disc rated zero will �nish the straightest while a 5  will hook the hardest. 

INNOVA PLASTIC TYPES  
DX - Great grip and our most a�ordableGrip:  | Durability:  | Price: $

R-PRO - More durable and our grippiest plasticGrip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$
PRO - Tough and tacky in the hand, ages wellGrip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$

CHAMPION - The original super-durable plasticGrip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$$
STAR - Champion durability with improved gripGrip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$$$

SpiderSpider
An easy-to-control disc. Does what 
An easy-to-control disc. Does what 
An easy-to-control disc. Does what 

Spider
An easy-to-control disc. Does what 

Spider
you want.

5| 3| 0| 1

Star
Champion

DX

Cro
Easy to throw forehand or 
Easy to throw forehand or 
Easy to throw forehand or backhand. Very accurate.
backhand. Very accurate.
backhand. Very accurate.

5| 3| 0| 2

Star
R-Pro

DX

Gator
A powerful arm needs a solid 
A powerful arm needs a solid 
A powerful arm needs a solid Mid-Range. This is it. Mid-Range. This is it. Mid-Range. This is it. 

5| 2| 0| 3

Star
DX

SkeeterSkeeter
A good choice for an all-around 
A good choice for an all-around 
A good choice for an all-around golf disc.

5| 5| -1| 1

Star
R-Pro

DX

PantherPanther
Straight flyer for newer players. 
Straight flyer for newer players. 
Straight flyer for newer players. Great for low ceiling shots.
Great for low ceiling shots.
Great for low ceiling shots.

5| 4| -2| 1

Champion

Kite
Blurring the lines between Mid-Range
Blurring the lines between Mid-Range
Blurring the lines between Mid-Rangeand Driver. A smooth turnover disc.
and Driver. A smooth turnover disc.
and Driver. A smooth turnover disc.

5| 6| -3| 1

Star
DX

Shark
Easy to learn. An accurate and 
Easy to learn. An accurate and 
Easy to learn. An accurate and dependable disc. 

4| 4| 0| 2

Star
Champion

DX

Roc
Most popular Mid-Range among 
Most popular Mid-Range among 
Most popular Mid-Range among professionals. Pure and consistent.
professionals. Pure and consistent.
professionals. Pure and consistent.

4| 4| 0| 3

Pro
DX

CoyoteCoyote
A straight flyer with dependable 
A straight flyer with dependable 
A straight flyer with dependable 

Coyote
A straight flyer with dependable 

Coyote
glide. Feels great in the hand.
glide. Feels great in the hand.
glide. Feels great in the hand.

4| 5| -1| 1

Star
Champion

DX

Cobra
A beginner friendly disc suitable for 
A beginner friendly disc suitable for 
A beginner friendly disc suitable for kids on up. Graceful turns.
kids on up. Graceful turns.
kids on up. Graceful turns.

4| 5| -2| 2

DX

Wolf
Our best Mid-Range roller. 
Our best Mid-Range roller. 
Our best Mid-Range roller. Thumtrac keeps grip consistent.
Thumtrac keeps grip consistent.
Thumtrac keeps grip consistent.

4| 3| -4| 1

DX

StingrayStingray
Smooth turning flight. Great for 
Smooth turning flight. Great for 
Smooth turning flight. Great for 

Stingray
Smooth turning flight. Great for 

StingrayStingray
Smooth turning flight. Great for 

Stingray
rollers too. A good first disc.
rollers too. A good first disc.
rollers too. A good first disc.

4| 5| -3| 1

Star
DX

Classic RocClassic RocClassic RocExcellent for approaches and short 
Excellent for approaches and short 
Excellent for approaches and short drives. A great woods disc.
drives. A great woods disc.
drives. A great woods disc.

3| 3| 0| 2

DX

Hydra
Floats in water. Approach or putt, a 
Floats in water. Approach or putt, a 
Floats in water. Approach or putt, a 

Hydra
Floats in water. Approach or putt, a 

Hydra
versatile disc that’s hard to lose.
versatile disc that’s hard to lose.
versatile disc that’s hard to lose.

3| 3| 0| 2

R-Pro

Pig
A stable ThumTrac disc that works 
A stable ThumTrac disc that works 
A stable ThumTrac disc that works 

Pig
A stable ThumTrac disc that works 

Pig
for sidearm and backhand throws.
for sidearm and backhand throws.
for sidearm and backhand throws.

3| 1| 0| 3

R-Pro

Dart
Feels great, flies straight. Trust it to 
Feels great, flies straight. Trust it to 
Feels great, flies straight. Trust it to slam chains. Better than practice! 
slam chains. Better than practice! 
slam chains. Better than practice! 

3| 4| 0| 0

R-Pro

Aero
A classic. The first true golf disc. 
A classic. The first true golf disc. 
A classic. The first true golf disc. Straight as an arrow.Straight as an arrow.Straight as an arrow.

3| 6| 0| 0

Star
DX

XD
Great for those just learning to 
Great for those just learning to 
Great for those just learning to throw long drives. Forgiving.
throw long drives. Forgiving.
throw long drives. Forgiving.

3| 4| -1| 1

DX
Rhyno
ThumTrac power putter. Great for 
ThumTrac power putter. Great for 
ThumTrac power putter. Great for 

Rhyno
ThumTrac power putter. Great for 

Rhyno
windy days and short drives.
windy days and short drives.
windy days and short drives.

2| 1| 0| 3

Star
Champion

R-Pro
DX

Aviar DriverAviar DriverAviar DriverThe Aviar for power play and windy 
The Aviar for power play and windy 
The Aviar for power play and windy conditions.

2| 3| 0| 2

Star

Aviar P & AAviar P & AAviar P & A
The best-selling golf disc ever. Easy 
The best-selling golf disc ever. Easy 
The best-selling golf disc ever. Easy to learn and easy to throw straight.
to learn and easy to throw straight.
to learn and easy to throw straight.

2| 3| 0| 1

Star
Champion

R-Pro
DX

Classic AviarClassic AviarClassic AviarOur straightest Aviar. Stiff feel for 
Our straightest Aviar. Stiff feel for 
Our straightest Aviar. Stiff feel for approaches and putts.approaches and putts.approaches and putts.

2| 3| 0| 0

DX

Birdie
Our “Go for it” putter. Straight but 
Our “Go for it” putter. Straight but 
Our “Go for it” putter. Straight but stops quick. ThumTrac for sure grip. 
stops quick. ThumTrac for sure grip. 
stops quick. ThumTrac for sure grip. 

1| 2| 0| 0

DX

PolecatPolecat
A slow, straight putter. All around 
A slow, straight putter. All around 
A slow, straight putter. All around short range disc. Great for kids.
short range disc. Great for kids.
short range disc. Great for kids.

1| 3| 0| 0

DX

Sonic
A golf disc that feels and flies like a 
A golf disc that feels and flies like a 
A golf disc that feels and flies like a catch disc. A natural transition disc.
catch disc. A natural transition disc.
catch disc. A natural transition disc.

1| 2| -4| 0

DX

HOW TO USE THIS CHART  

  Highly Recommended      ●  Recommended 

Disc
Aero

  ●Aviar P & A  ● ●Aviar Driver ● ● ● ●Classic Aviar ● ● ● ●JK Pro Aviar ● ● KC Pro Aviar ● ● ●Birdie
 ● ●Classic Roc ● ●

●Cobra
 ● ● ●Coyote ●

 ●Cro ● ● ● ●Dart
   ●Gator ●  ●Hydra

●Kite
 ● ●Panther ● ● ●Pig
  ● ●Polecat

 ● ●Rhyno ● ● ● ●Roc
●

●Shark ● ● ● ●Skeeter
 ● ●Sonic


●Spider
● ●Stingray ● ●  ●Wolf ●
 ●XD

● ●
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* Right Hand Back Hand throws

* Right Hand Back Hand throws

DX - Great grip and our most a�ordable

Grip:  | Durability:  | Price: $

R-PRO - More durable and our grippiest plastic

Grip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$

PRO - Tough and tacky in the hand, ages well

Grip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$

CHAMPION - The original super-durable plastic

Grip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$$

STAR - Champion durability with improved grip

Grip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$$$

Each disc golfer’s throw is unique. This chart will help determine the right 

INNOVA driver for your throw. Once you have thrown one of our drivers, 

you can use this chart as a frame of reference to choose others. Driver 

choice is based primarily on two characteristics - Speed and 

Stability. Discs are arranged from overstable on the left to 

understable on the right.  The fastest �ying discs are at the 

top, and distance control drivers are at the bottom. 

OVERSTABLE For Wind & Power

UNDERSTABLE Beginner FriendlyBeginner FriendlyBeginner Friendly

STABLE (STRAIGHT) Good for All Players

FAIRWAY & DISTANCE DRIVERS

S P E E D

12

S P E E D

13

S P E E D

10

S P E E D

11

S P E E D

8

S P E E D

9

S P E E D

6

S P E E D

7

GrooveGroove
Uniquely grooved rim 
Uniquely grooved rim 
Uniquely grooved rim 

boosts distance for all.
boosts distance for all.
boosts distance for all.
boosts distance for all.
boosts distance for all.
boosts distance for all.

13| 6| -2| 2
Champion

Boss
This is the big dog. Big “D” 
This is the big dog. Big “D” 
This is the big dog. Big “D” 

for better players. BOOM!
for better players. BOOM!
for better players. BOOM!
for better players. BOOM!
for better players. BOOM!
for better players. BOOM!

13| 5| -1| 3

Star

Champion
R-Pro

DestroyerDestroyerDestroyer
Your best bet for all Your best bet for all Destroyer
Your best bet for all DestroyerDestroyer
Your best bet for all Destroyer
around distance. Period.
around distance. Period.
around distance. Period.
around distance. Period.
around distance. Period.
around distance. Period.

12| 5| -1| 3

Star
Pro
DX

XCaliberXCaliber
The fastest stable driver. 
The fastest stable driver. 
The fastest stable driver. 

Powerful wind beater.
Powerful wind beater.
Powerful wind beater.
Powerful wind beater.
Powerful wind beater.
Powerful wind beater.

12| 5| 0| 4

Star

StarfireStarfire
An all-around Distance 
An all-around Distance 
An all-around Distance 

Driver. Very accurate.
Driver. Very accurate.
Driver. Very accurate.
Driver. Very accurate.
Driver. Very accurate.
Driver. Very accurate.

10| 4| 0| 3

Star

Champion
DX

MonsterMonster
A very fast overstable disc. 
A very fast overstable disc. 
A very fast overstable disc. 

Great for sidearms and wind. 
Great for sidearms and wind. 
Great for sidearms and wind. 
Great for sidearms and wind. 
Great for sidearms and wind. 
Great for sidearms and wind. 

10| 3| 0| 5

Star

Champion

Beast
A great first distance 
A great first distance 
A great first distance 

disc. Turns and glides.
disc. Turns and glides.
disc. Turns and glides.
disc. Turns and glides.
disc. Turns and glides.
disc. Turns and glides.

10| 5| -2| 2

Star

Champion
DX

Orc
An easy-to-learn controllable 
An easy-to-learn controllable 
An easy-to-learn controllable 

driver for anyone.driver for anyone.

10| 4| -1| 3

Star

Champion
DX

MonarchMonarch
Glide for beginners, turn 
Glide for beginners, turn 
Glide for beginners, turn 

for power throwers.for power throwers.for power throwers.for power throwers.

10| 5| -4| 1

Star

Champion
SL
Easy-to-control. 

Long, straight shooter.
Long, straight shooter.
Long, straight shooter.
Long, straight shooter.
Long, straight shooter.
Long, straight shooter.

10| 5| -1| 2

Star
Pro

FL
Consistent accurate Consistent accurate 

flights in all conditions.
flights in all conditions.
flights in all conditions.
flights in all conditions.
flights in all conditions.
flights in all conditions.

9| 3| 0| 2

Star

FirebirdFirebird
A top overstable disc for pros. 
A top overstable disc for pros. 
A top overstable disc for pros. 

Backhand, sidearm, overhead.
Backhand, sidearm, overhead.
Backhand, sidearm, overhead.
Backhand, sidearm, overhead.
Backhand, sidearm, overhead.
Backhand, sidearm, overhead.

9| 3| 0| 4

Star

Champion
DX

SidewinderSidewinderSidewinder
Great first driver and a 
Great first driver and a 
Great first driver and a 

phenomenal roller.phenomenal roller.phenomenal roller.

9| 5| -3| 1

Star

Champion
DX

Viking
Our straightest distance disc. 
Our straightest distance disc. 
Our straightest distance disc. Viking
Our straightest distance disc. Viking
Easy to learn.Easy to learn.

9| 4| -1| 2

Champion
DX

RoadrunnerRoadrunnerRoadrunner
Beginner friendly driver. 
Beginner friendly driver. 
Beginner friendly driver. 

Great for rollers too!
Great for rollers too!
Great for rollers too!
Great for rollers too!
Great for rollers too!

9| 5| -4| 1

Star

Champion

DragonDragon
Floats in water! A great 
Floats in water! A great 
Floats in water! A great Dragon
Floats in water! A great Dragon
beginner disc. 150 grams.
beginner disc. 150 grams.
beginner disc. 150 grams.
beginner disc. 150 grams.
beginner disc. 150 grams.
beginner disc. 150 grams.

8| 5| -2| 2

DX

ArchangelArchangelArchangel
Maximizes beginner drives. 
Maximizes beginner drives. 
Maximizes beginner drives. Archangel
Maximizes beginner drives. ArchangelArchangel
Maximizes beginner drives. ArchangelArchangel
Maximizes beginner drives. Archangel

Lots of glide.Lots of glide.

8| 6| -4| 1

DX

ValkyrieValkyrie
World Record holder at 820 ft. 
World Record holder at 820 ft. 
World Record holder at 820 ft. Valkyrie
World Record holder at 820 ft. Valkyrie
A great disc for all.A great disc for all.A great disc for all.

9| 4| -2| 2

Star

Champion
DX

GazelleGazelle
Great for beginners and pros 
Great for beginners and pros 
Great for beginners and pros 

alike. Straight and simple.
alike. Straight and simple.
alike. Straight and simple.
alike. Straight and simple.
alike. Straight and simple.
alike. Straight and simple.

6| 4| 0| 2

DX

WhippetWhippet
A proven wind fighter. 
A proven wind fighter. 
A proven wind fighter. Whippet
A proven wind fighter. WhippetWhippet
A proven wind fighter. Whippet
Power shots. Big hyzers.
Power shots. Big hyzers.
Power shots. Big hyzers.
Power shots. Big hyzers.
Power shots. Big hyzers.
Power shots. Big hyzers.

6| 3| +1| 5

DX

Viper
Overstable disc. Great 
Overstable disc. Great 
Overstable disc. Great Viper
Overstable disc. Great Viper
for high flex shots.for high flex shots.

6| 4| +1| 5

DX

LeopardLeopard
Our best first driver for 
Our best first driver for 
Our best first driver for Leopard
Our best first driver for Leopard
beginners. So straight!
beginners. So straight!
beginners. So straight!
beginners. So straight!
beginners. So straight!
beginners. So straight!

6| 5| -2| 1

Star

Champion
DX

CheetahCheetah
Finesse driver with solid 
Finesse driver with solid 
Finesse driver with solid 

fade.

6| 4| -2| 2

DX

TeeBirdTeeBird
The choice of top pros 
The choice of top pros 
The choice of top pros 

for deadly accuracy.
for deadly accuracy.
for deadly accuracy.
for deadly accuracy.

7| 5| 0| 2

Star

Champion
DX

BansheeBanshee
Good choice for accurate 
Good choice for accurate 
Good choice for accurate 

overstable fairway shots.
overstable fairway shots.
overstable fairway shots.
overstable fairway shots.
overstable fairway shots.
overstable fairway shots.

7| 3| 0| 3

Champion
DX

Eagle
Dependable for straight 
Dependable for straight 
Dependable for straight Eagle
Dependable for straight Eagle
or turnover drives.or turnover drives.

7| 4| -1| 3

Star

Champion
DX

TL
A smooth flying straight 
A smooth flying straight 
A smooth flying straight 

disc. Great first driver.
disc. Great first driver.
disc. Great first driver.
disc. Great first driver.
disc. Great first driver.
disc. Great first driver.

7| 5| 0| 1

Star

Max
Seriously overstable. 
Seriously overstable. 
Seriously overstable. 

Not for the faint of arm.
Not for the faint of arm.
Not for the faint of arm.
Not for the faint of arm.
Not for the faint of arm.
Not for the faint of arm.

11| 3| 0| 5

Star

WraithWraith
Amazing glide that stays on 
Amazing glide that stays on 
Amazing glide that stays on 

straighter lines. Oh yeah.
straighter lines. Oh yeah.
straighter lines. Oh yeah.
straighter lines. Oh yeah.
straighter lines. Oh yeah.
straighter lines. Oh yeah.

11| 5| -1| 3

Star

Champion
Pro
DX

TeeRexTeeRex
A power driver for big arms 
A power driver for big arms 
A power driver for big arms 

and hyzers. Awesome.
and hyzers. Awesome.
and hyzers. Awesome.
and hyzers. Awesome.
and hyzers. Awesome.
and hyzers. Awesome.

11| 4| 0| 4

Star
DX

HOW TO USE THIS CHART  

IT’S ALL IN THE NUMBERS

13| 6| -2| 2
Speed (�rst number) 

Speed is the ability of a disc to cut through the air. Speed ratings are from 1 to 

13. Discs with higher numbers are faster, but require more power to achieve 

their true potential. Lower numbers o�er better distance control.

Glide (second number) 

A higher glide number means the disc can ride the air better. New players 

should look for discs with more glide. A disc rated 6 has the most glide.

Turn - High Speed Turn (third number) 

The tendency of a disc to bank right (for RHBH* throwers) early in the �ight. A 

disc rated +1 is most resistant to turn over. A disc rated -4 will turn the easiest.

Fade - Low Speed Fade (last number) 

All discs tail o� in the same direction (left for RHBH* shots), but some will 

“hook” harder than others. A disc rated zero will �nish the straightest while a 

5  will hook the hardest. 

INNOVA PLASTIC TYPES  

  Highly Recommended      ●  Recommended 

Disc

Archangel ●
● ●

Banshee
● ● ● ●

Beast
● ● ● ●

Boss
 ●

●

Cheetah ● ● ●

Destroyer
●

●

Dragon
●

●

Eagle
● ● ●

Firebird  
 ●

FL
● ●

Gazelle
●

Groove
●

Leopard 
 ● ●

Max
● 

●

Monarch 


Monster
● 



Orc
● ●

Roadrunner 
● 

Sidewinder ● ● 
●

SL


Starfire
● ● ●

TeeBird
● ● ● ●

TeeRex
● ● ● ●

TL
● 

Valkyrie 
● ● ●

Viking
● ●

Viper
● ● ● ●

Whippet
● 

 ●

Wraith
● ●

XCaliber  
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GOOD FOR WIND AND SIDEARMS ALL-AROUND PERFORMER   EASIER TO THROW

Golf Discs • Putt & Approach

Page 16-17

SPEED 2
Aviar Driver KC Pro Aviar  JK Pro Aviar Aviar P&A   Classic AviarRhyno

Page 15

SPEED 1
Birdie SonicPolecat

Page 18-19

SPEED 3
Hydra Classic Roc Aero XDDartPig

Paul McBeth, Team Innova at the US Disc Golf ChampionshipIN
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PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
Golf Discs • Putt	&	Approach	•	Speed	1 15

What Do These Numbers Mean?
We use 4 terms to better define each disc’s characteristics. 

speed glide turn fade

1 3 0 0
Speed — Speed is the ability of the disc to cut through 
the air. 13 is the fastest through the air. 

Glide — A higher glide number means the disc can 
ride the air better. New players should look for discs 
with more glide. A disc rated 6 has the most glide.

Turn — High Speed Turn — This is the tendency of 
a	disc	to	bank	right	(for	RHBH*	throwers)	during	the	
initial part of the flight. A disc with a 1 rating fights 
turn, but a -5 rated disc turns most.

Fade — Low Speed Fade — All discs tail off in the 
same	direction	(left	for	RHBH	shots),	but	some	will	
“hook” harder than others. A disc rated “0” will finish 
the straightest with very little fade, while a disc rated 
+5 will hook hard at the end of flight.

* RHBH - refers to Right Hand Backhand throws. 
Discs thrown left hand backhand would reverse 
right handed flight patterns. So

ni
c

Po
le

ca
t

Bi
rd

ie

The Sonic is a great disc if you are new to disc golf and can 
throw a catch disc. As a putter, the Sonic has a dead-straight 
flight and sticks well in the chains.  The Sonic also makes a 
versatile short range approach and escape disc when thrown 
sidearm or backhand. This disc is very beginner friendly.

Brian Schweberger: Team Champion
“A great upshot disc that always lands flat on all terrains. I use 
it for shots 200 ft and in.”

Also available in the catch-friendly and super durable 
SuperSONIC. Excellent for family games of catch or exercising 
with your dog.  (See page 43)

 
 

DX $8.99
150-177 gm

Sonic

speed glide turn fade

1 2 -4 0

Beginner friendly

Great for kids

21.6 cm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Lightweight $8.99
125-135 gm

Ultralight $8.99
105 gm

The Polecat is a great disc for families and kids. It flies flat and 
straight. A low profile, point and shoot, easy-to-release Putt & 
Approach disc. 

Gregg Hosfeld: 1987 World Champion
“My ‘into-the-wind’ putter. I also really like the wide edge for 
turbo putting. And when I feel like bowling for birdies, this disc 
does well even at 168g.”

Polecat

speed glide turn fade

1 3 0 0

Beginner friendly

Great for kids

21.3 cm

 
DX $8.99

150-175 gm

The Birdie is our best “go-for” disc and an excellent approach 
disc.  It is a slow, straight flyer with a sure Thumtrac™ grip that 
makes it easy to grip and release without worry.  

Peter Shive: Nine time Sr. Grandmasters World Champion
“I switched to the Birdie several years ago. It is rock solid in the 
wind. This is why I putt with it. I also use it for approaches out 
to about 200 feet, for the same reason (stability in wind) and 
because, compared with other discs, it stays put better when 
it hits the ground.” 

Birdie

speed glide turn fade

1 2 0 0

All skill levels

Great for kids

Unique Thumtrac™

21.2 cm
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Star $17.99
170-175 gm

The Aviar Driver is made from the big bead driver mold.  It has 
the same flight characteristics as the KC Pro Aviar, but in tough 
Star plastic.  Great for drives, approaches and putts.

Angela Tschiggfrie: Two time US Womens Champion
“I putt with this because I prefer the big bead Aviar. I really like 
the grip on these!”

Aviar Driver

speed glide turn fade

2 3 0 2

Windy conditions

Durable Star plastic

Extra grip

21.2 cm

The KC (Ken Climo) Pro Aviar is made from the Aviar driver 
mold in a firm blend of Pro Line plastic for players who prefer 
a stiffer disc. The preferred model of top pro players.  

Ken Climo: Twelve Time World Champion
“One of the best golf discs ever made. Approaches, putts, and 
short drives can be handled by this slow speed flyer. Holds 
great lines at slower speeds. My personal favorite!”

KC Pro $12.99
165-175 gm

KC Pro Aviar

speed glide turn fade

2 3 0 2

Stiff plastic

Developed for pros

Windy conditions

21.2 cm

The Rhyno is essential in the wind for short to medium range 
shots.  The Rhyno’s Thumtrac™ gives it a sure grip and reliable 
performance in any situation.  

Matt Dollar: Innova Team Member
“Thank you Innova for the Rhyno! I have about 10 Rhynos 
that I cycle in and out of my bag all the time. This isn’t just for 
putting, I throw most of my short Mid-Range shots with this 
disc. It is an awesome sidearm approach disc too.”

Rhyno

speed glide turn fade

2 1 0 3

Developed for pros

Windy conditions

Unique Thumtrac™

21.2 cm

Champion $15.99
165-175 gm

Star $17.99
165-175 gm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

R-Pro $12.99
165-175 gm

PUTT & APPROACH DISCS The AVIAR - Why it is simply the best golf disc ever
Since	its	creation	in	the	1984,	the	Aviar	has	been	
THE putter of more World Champions than any 
other golf disc. A consistent putt is THE key to 
winning,  and the Aviar is consistently the best in 
any wind condition and for any putting style. Here 
are just a few of the many World Champions who 
have won using the Aviar.

Golf Discs • Putt	&	Approach	•	Speed	2

Avery Jenkins - 2009 World Champion  
Valarie Jenkins - 2009 World Champion 
Dave Feldberg	-	2008	World	Champion 
Ken Climo - 12 time World Champion
Juliana Korver - 5 time World Champion
Des Reading - 3 time World Champion
Barry Schultz - 2 time World Champion
Harold Duvall - 2 time World Champion
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PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
Golf Discs • Putt	&	Approach	•	Speed	2

The Classic Aviar has a firm grip and is our straightest flying 
Aviar model from start to finish. Reliable in most wind 
conditions and is excellent for drives, approach shots and putts. 
The “Grid” design goes back to the early days of the Aviar... in 
the 1980s. It’s a classic. 

Phil Arthur: 2009 Masters World Champion
“The Classic Aviar is one of my go to discs. It has been a part of 
my bag for eighteen years.”

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Classic Aviar

speed glide turn fade

2 3 0 0

Beginner friendly

All skill levels

Stiff plastic

21.2 cm

JK Pro $12.99
165-175 gm

The JK (Juliana Korver) Pro Aviar is made from the Aviar driver 
mold. It is more flexible and grippier than other Aviar models. 
Like all Aviars, it is perfect for driving, approaching and putting. 

Juliana Korver: Five-Time Womens World Champion
“This is my putter, but I think the real strength of this disc 
shines when it is thrown as a driver. I use this disc for drives 
and Mid-Range shots between 240 ft and 150 ft. I will often 
use it on shorter upshots as well, but feel quite confident with 
it when throwing it hard. I really like this disc for short sidearm 
shots as well.”
 

JK Pro Aviar-X

speed glide turn fade

2 3 0 2

Flexible & grippy

Windy conditions

21.2 cm

Champion $15.99
165-175 gm

Star $17.99
150-175 gm

The Aviar Putt & Approach is the number one putter in disc 
golf. The Aviar is our most most popular disc having won more 
world championships than all other putters combined.

Carlton Howard: Disc Golf Hall of Fame member
“Quite simply the greatest Putt and Approach disc ever made. 
A must for any serious competitor’s bag.
For drives, it is an advanced (or better) player’s disc. Beginners 
should look to it for putting only.”

Aviar Putt & Approach

speed glide turn fade

2 3 0 1

Top seller!

Beginner friendly

All skill levels

21.2 cm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Glow $12.99
165-175 gm

R-Pro $12.99
165-175 gm
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The Pig was designed for short range spike shots and 
overstable putting. The Thumtrac™ rim provides a sure grip on 
both sidearm throws and putts. Players will appreciate the Pig 
when the winds kick up.

Matt Dollar: Innova Team Member
“This is what you get when you mix my favorite Mid-Range 
(Gator) and putter (Rhyno) together. The Pig is one pig of a 
disc. If I’m ever feeling off with the Rhyno, the extra stability of 
the Pig helps me simplify my putt; Putt it at the right side and 
watch it bank into the chains. When I get hot with the Pig, it’s 
bacon for dinner!”

Pig

speed glide turn fade

3 1 0 3

Unique Thumtrac™

Windy conditions

Good for sidearms

21.2 cm

R-Pro $12.99
150-175 gm

R-Pro $12.99
172 gm

The Hydra is our only putter that floats in water. The Hydra uses 
a special grippy plastic that inspires confidence in wet or dry 
weather. A straight flyer in most wind conditions. All Hydras are 
approximately 172 grams. We’ve upgraded the Hydra to R-Pro 
this year for a softer feel with even more grip.

Dave Feldberg: 2008 World Champion
“If your course has water obstacles, then try the hydra.  It 
floats in water and into the chains. The Hydra is a great putter 
for windy days too.”

Hydra

speed glide turn fade

3 3 0 2

Floats in water!

Windy conditions

Extra grip

21.1 cm

The Classic Roc is an enduring design. First molded in 1985, 
the Classic Roc is a smooth straight flyer and will give novices 
“center cut” accuracy. With a smaller rim, it is great for kids 
and players with small hands. 

Christian Dietrich: Innova Team Member
“The Classic Roc is my do-everything Mid-Range, windy 
putter, trick shot, and upshot disc.  These discs are incredibly 
versatile, great in the wind, and unbelievably reliable.  I’d get 
rid of every other disc in my bag before my Classic Roc!“

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Classic Roc

speed glide turn fade

3 3 0 2

Small hands

Beginner friendly

21.2 cm

PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
Golf Discs • Putt	&	Approach	•	Speed	3

More Than Just Tossing ‘em In the Basket
We make a wide variety of putters to match a wide 
variety of playing situations.  For windy play, choose the 
Pig or Hydra.  For straight, predictable flights, try the 
Dart or Aero.  For finesse shots, try the Classic Roc or XD.  
Whatever putter you choose, you can be confident you 
are throwing the best. 
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PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
GOLF DISCS • PUTT	&	APPROACH	•	Speed	3
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The XD is a great first disc and will speed the learning curve for 
beginners. XD has a low profile grip which is secure but easy to 
release. It is the most driver-like putter we have. It is accurate 
and easy to throw for short drives, approaches and putts.

Valarie Jenkins: Three Time Womens World Champion
“XD is a great disc for beginners, especially those with an 
ultimate background. The rim fits great in the hand, and feels 
comfortable to throw. It is reliable for longer distance putter.“

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

XD

speed glide turn fade

3 4 -1 1

Small hands

Beginner friendly

Great for kids

21.2 cm

Talk about old-school. The Aero is the original beveled edge 
golf disc. Nothing else can stake that claim. If you need a 
smooth flying disc for approaches or as a gift for a new player, 
the Aero is a great choice. Even after 25 years of advances, the 
Aero is still one of the straightest flying discs out there. 

Dave Greenwell: Disc Golf Hall of Fame 
“I threw an Aero out of a baseball stadium (during a demo) 
in 1984. I have had that same 174g disc in my bag ever since. 
Currently used for short left to right drives, short quick turning 
rollers, hand grenades and left to right putts. The Aero has 
been instrumental in thousands of birdies during my disc golf 
career.”

Aero

speed glide turn fade

3 6 0 0

Beginner friendly

Great for kids

Great glide

21.7 cm

DX $8.99
150-180	gm

Star $17.99
178-180	gm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

R-Pro $12.99
165-175 gm

Star $17.99
165-175 gm

The Dart is a small diameter putter with a straight flight.  The 
Dart is especially good for long range putts and “go-for” shots.  
It has a flight similar to our Aviar Putt & Approach but has less 
low speed fade and a little more range.  The nice thing about 
this disc is that it holds the line for a long time.

Dave Greenwell: Four-Time Grandmasters World Champion 
“The Dart is one of the best cold weather putters I have ever 
used. If it is cold and wet, or just plain COLD, the Dart is grippy, 
straight, and true.”

Dart

speed glide turn fade

3 4 0 0

Beginner friendly

Extra grip

Long straight putter

21.2 cm
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GOOD FOR WIND AND SIDEARMS ALL-AROUND PERFORMER   EASIER TO THROW

Golf Discs • Mid-Range

Page 21-23

SPEED 4
Coyote MakoRoc Stingray WolfShark Cobra

CroSpiderPage 24-25

SPEED 5
Kite Panther SkeeterCro Spider KitePantherGator Skeeter
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MID-RANGE DISCS
Golf Discs • Mid-Range	•	Speed	4
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The Star San Marino is our most durable stock production Roc 
to date. The San Marino mold is based on our original Roc mold 
from the ‘80s. It is a slightly less stable version of the Roc, so it 
has a straighter finish than the Rancho mold (DX and KC). The 
perfect Roc for wooded chutes and an excellent all around 
utility disc. In Star plastic, this Roc will hold up to just about 
anything you can throw it at.

Barry Schultz: Two Time World Champion
“I carry a lot of Rocs, and the San Marino is my finesse Roc. For 
shots that I need less stability on, the San Marino’s glide and 
straightness give me the confidence to throw where I want my 
shot to go.”

Star San Marino Roc

speed glide turn fade

4 4 0 3

Developed for pros

Windy conditions

Durable Star plastic

21.7 cm

Star  $17.99
170-180	gm

The Roc is a favorite of pros and ams alike. Smooth, accurate 
flights in any wind condition make the Roc a must for any 
serious player’s game. Brand new, the Roc is a consistent, 
accurate wind beater. Well worn, the Roc becomes a trusted 
and consistent finesse disc with a slow, predictable turn. The 
Roc is truly a cult phenomenon.

Avery Jenkins: 2009 World Champion
“A very predictable controlled Mid-Range used for medium 
length shots with pin point accuacy. The best Mid-Range disc 
in the game.”

DX $8.99
150-180	gm

Glow $12.99
160-180	gm

DX Roc

speed glide turn fade

4 4 0 3

Windy conditions

All around performer 

Top seller!

21.7 cm

R-Pro $12.99
150-180	gm

KC Pro $12.99
150-180	gm

The KC Pro Roc is one of the most popular Mid-Range discs 
among top pros. Designed for Ken Climo - twelve time World 
Champion, this disc blends durability, grip, and consistency 
into a perfect package. It’s not surprising to see players with 
2, 3, 4, or even 5 KC Rocs in their bag in various stages of wear. 
This is a disc that players love for its sheer versatility. From new 
to worn, there’s a spot in your bag for the KC Pro Roc.

Ken Climo: Twelve Time World Champion
“The most versatile disc I carry. Tough to beat up, but when 
you do, it will fly straight down the fairway. All my Mid-Range 
shots are executed with the KC Roc.“

KC Pro Roc

speed glide turn fade

4 4 0 3

Stiff plastic

Developed for pros

Windy conditions

21.7 cm

ROC - The Mid-Range Others Aspire To
Since the first flight of the Roc, it has defined excellence in 
a Mid-Range disc. Pros favor the Roc because it is reliably 
accurate in all wind conditions. The Roc is offered in a 
variety of plastics. From the DX Roc to the KC Pro Roc to 
the R-Pro Roc to the Star San Marino Roc, choose the Roc 
that works best for you and add confidence to your Mid-
Range game.
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MID-RANGE DISCS
Golf Discs • Mid-Range	•	Speed	4

The Mako is our straightest flying and straightest finishing 
Mid-Range disc. It has the flight characteristic of a putter, 
with the glide and speed of a Mid-Range disc. This is one of 
the most controllable disc that we have ever released. This 
combination results in a beginner-friendly disc.

Brian Schweberger: Top touring player
“I have never added a new disc to my bag as fast as the 
Mako. What a great disc! I used it one practice round and it 
immediately went into the starting lineup.”

 
 

Star $17.99
160-180	gm

Mako

speed glide turn fade

4 5 0 0

Beginner friendly

Long straight Mid-Range

All skill levels

21.7 cm

Point and shoot predictability is why the Shark is our best 
selling Mid-Range.The Shark combines the predictability of 
a Roc, but with a straighter flight. This is one of the best all 
around discs for a beginner, but don’t tell that to top pros like 
Brian Schweberger. Because they count on it for one reason: 
Predictability.

Brian Schweberger: Top Touring Pro
“Overall, the Shark is my favorite disc. It is the most 
predictable stable mid-range disc I have ever thrown. I always 
have at least two DX Sharks in my bag. I use this disc for 
turnover short shots. It is very similar to the Roc, but gets to 
the turnover point much faster.”

Shark

speed glide turn fade

4 4 0 2

Top seller!

All skill levels

Windy conditions

21.7 cm

Champion $15.99
165-180	gm

Star $17.99
165-180	gm

DX $8.99
150-180	gm

Lightweight $8.99
125-136 gm

Large Diameter Mid-Range
Comfortable in the hand and smooth in the air, our 
Mid-Range discs are the most consistent fliers for 
most disc golfers. Their larger diameter helps to 
forgive small throwing errors and provides a more 
consistent release. These discs can bring better 
accuracy and lower scores.

Coyote

speed glide turn fade

4 5 0 1

Beginner friendly

Long straight Mid-Range

All around performer 

21.7 cm

Champion $15.99
165-180	gm

Star $17.99
165-180	gm

The Coyote has been improved to be slightly more stable at 
high speeds and in the wind.  An excellent woods disc. In the 
open, use the Coyote because it finishes straight with less skip. 
Better in the wind than the Mako and straighter finishing than 
a Roc, the Coyote makes an excellent all around Mid-Range.

Matt Peckham: Pro Disc Golfer
“The Champion Coyotes took over my bag. I now carry three. 
My most used one is just a hint understable, my newest is for 
stable drives and a slightly used Coyote handles the straight 
stuff. I end up throwing the Coyote on about 80% of my Mid-
Range shots. It is so predictable and goes a long way.“
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MID-RANGE DISCS
Golf Discs • Mid-Range	•	Speed	4

 
 

DX $8.99
150-180	gm

The Cobra is an excellent all-around disc that is easy to throw. 
Great for rollers, turnovers and finesse shots. The Cobra is a 
long time favorite because it gets better with age. A terrific disc 
for beginners. 

Stan McDaniel: Three Time Masters World Champion
“Cobras release cleanly from my grip, and that means 
accuracy.“

Cobra

speed glide turn fade

4 5 -2 2

Beginner friendly

Small hands

All skill levels

21.7 cm

The Wolf can accelerate the learning curve for newer players. 
The friendly flight of the Wolf makes it a good introductory 
disc. It is great for threading narrow fairways and consistent 
turnover shots. It features the Thumtrac™ for great grip and 
reliability.  The Wolf is an excellent roller disc and is well suited 
for players learning how to throw roller shots.   

Ken Climo: Twelve Time World Champion
“Designed for a good thumb grip, this medium speed under-
stable Mid-Range makes for a great learning tool. Easy to 
release.”

DX $8.99
150-180	gm

Wolf

speed glide turn fade

4 3 -4 1

Beginner friendly

Unique Thumtrac™

Roller disc

21.8 cm

The Stingray is our best Mid-Range disc for right turning shots.  
Its excellent glide and flight pattern help stretch out shots 
for newer players. It is one of our most popular rollers. When 
you’ve got tricky wooded fairways to thread, the Stingray is a 
solid choice.

Dave Greenwell: 2009 Grandmasters World Champion
“One of my favorite discs of all time! One of the most 
innovative discs ever. Best stable-under-stable mid-range 
driver/roller. Hyzer to straight to right turn, it is very 
predictable when you know your disc! Great for new players.“

Stingray

speed glide turn fade

4 5 -3 1

Beginner friendly

Great for kids

Roller disc

21.7 cm

DX $8.99
150-180	gm

Star $17.99
165-180	gm
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MID-RANGE DISCS
Golf Discs • Mid-Range	•	Speed	5

Cro

speed glide turn fade

5 3 0 2

Windy conditions

All skill levels

21.2 cm

DX $8.99
165-175 gm

R-Pro $12.99
165-175 gm

Star $17.99
165-175 gm

The Cro flies straight to the target. It is well suited for both 
backhand and forehand shots. Like a smaller diameter faster 
Roc, the Cro flies predictably and accurately in all wind 
conditions. The rim depth and shape offer a confidence 
inspiring smooth release.

Christian Dietrich, Team Innova
“The Cro is a small-diameter disc that is really versatile and 
gets where you throw it in a hurry.  It feels great in the hand 
and is a great substitute for a Roc if you have smaller hands or 
just prefer a smaller disc.“

The Gator is a power control disc that delivers pin-point 
accuracy, even in adverse wind conditions.  This is the disc for 
high power throwers who need to control their accuracy. 

Micah Dorius: Innova Team member
“A very reliable, stable Mid-Range. I use the Gator for short 
hyzer shots in the wind. Also, on down hill holes where I don’t 
want a lot of carry. I also use it for upshots when it’s extremely 
windy.”

Gator

speed glide turn fade

5 2 0 3

Windy conditions

Developed for pros

Good for sidearms

21.2 cm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Star $17.99
165-175 gm

 
 

 
 

The Spider is a Mid-Range disc that works for hyzer, straight 
and turnover throws.  Throw it with the nose up and the 
Spider will turn left. Throw it with the nose down and it will 
turn right. 

Matt Peckham, Pro Disc Golfer
“The Spider is like a long range Aviar. It has similar flight, and 
you can get it to fly left, right, or straight. The Spider is a great 
step up from a putter for players who have gotten good at 
short range shots. It can get you more distance and maintain 
the accuracy of an approach disc.”

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Champion $15.99
165-175 gm

Star $17.99
165-175 gm

Spider

speed glide turn fade

5 3 0 1

Beginner friendly

All skill levels

21.2 cm

Small Diameter Mid-Range
These discs are smaller and faster to get there 
quicker and more directly. No dilly-dallying. The 
Kite, Panther and Skeeter are great to learn the 
game with. They are forgiving and easy to throw 
well. The Spider, Cro and Gator are more precision 
discs for placing shots in exact spots. 
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MID-RANGE DISCS
Golf Discs • Mid-Range	•	Speed	5
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R-Pro $12.99
165-175 gm 

Star $17.99
150-175 gm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm 

Lightweight $8.99
130-140 gm

The Skeeter is all you need to get started disc golfing. It is our 
best one-disc disc. The Skeeter has a straight flight and slight, 
but dependable fade. Great for putting, approaching, and short 
drives. The Skeeter is a great beginner disc. Now available in 
lighter weights for younger players.

Jay Reading: EDGE Coordinator and Innova Team Member
“We use the Skeeter model for the Educational Disc Golf 
Experience to teach folks disc golf. The Skeeter is one of the 
best all-purpose discs out there. It has great glide with point 
and shoot attributes.“

Skeeter

speed glide turn fade

5 5 -1 1

Beginner friendly

Small hands

Long straight Mid-Range

21.2 cm

The Panther is a slightly understable Mid-Range disc with 
a shallow rim.  Players of all abilities can use it for throwing 
short, medium and medium long range shots. The Panther 
is a perfect disc for those learning to throw a slow controlled 
turnover shot.  The Panther makes a great small diameter roller 
for mid to long range shots.    

Juliana Korver: Five-Time Womens World Champion
“I LOVE the Champion Panther. It is an incredibly versatile 
disc. I’m very fond of this disc and would NOT want to give 
it up. It can hold a slow fading shot. It also works well with 
sidearm shots. I believe it is a good beginner disc.“

Panther

speed glide turn fade

5 4 -2 1

Beginner friendly

Great for kids

Roller disc

21.2 cm

 
 

Champion $15.99
165-175 gm

The Kite has the most glide of the smaller Mid-Range discs 
and is very easy for beginners to throw. Newer players will 
appreciate the Kite’s straight to slightly understable flight path. 
For more advanced players, the Kite is a long turnover disc 
with great glide and minimal fade. 

Suzette Simons: Pro Disc Golfer
“I recommend the Kite to all new players - especially women 
and youth players. It is very easy to throw. Even though it is 
a Mid-Range, it works well as a driver and putter for players 
using only one disc. For more advanced players, the Kite is a 
predictable turnover disc.”

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Star $17.99
160-175 gm

Kite

speed glide turn fade

5 6 -3 1

Beginner friendly

Great glide

Roller disc

21.2 cm
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GOOD FOR WIND AND SIDEARMS ALL-AROUND PERFORMER   EASIER TO THROW FAR

FAIRWAy DRIVERS

Golf Discs • Fairway Drivers

Page 27-28

SPEED 6
GazelleWhippet Cheetah LeopardViper

Page 28-29

SPEED 7
Banshee TeeBird Eagle TL
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FAIRWAy DRIVERS
Golf Discs • Fairway	Drivers	•	Speed	6
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The Gazelle is a great overall disc for players of all skill levels 
because of its versatility and control. It is a dependable driver 
that has long straight flight with a predictable fade at the end. 
The Gazelle works well in headwind conditions for both long 
and medium range shots. It has a narrow rim that is easy for 
smaller hands to grip.

Lavone Wolfe: Disc Golf Hall of Fame
“I believe this disc is still one of the best overall discs. It is great 
for accurate woods shots and the DX disc is the best short and 
mid-range roller/trick shot disc when it is very beat up. They 
work and roll like machines doing exactly the same thing 
every time.”

Gazelle

speed glide turn fade

6 4 0 2

All skill levels

All around performer 

Long straight flight

21.2 cm

  
 

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

This disc is more Pitbull than Whippet. It could use a spiked 
collar too. High spike shots, side arm shots and overheads are 
made easy with the Whippet. Accurate and dependable in the 
wind. Try it and you’ll want to Whip-it too.

Dave Greenwell: Four-Time Grandmasters World Champion
“When the wind is whipping, I like the Whippet. I mainly use 
the Whippet for mid-range drives & upshots. Great distance 
control, over-stable disc for me. Very predictable.“

 
 

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Whippet

speed glide turn fade

6 3 +1 5

Overhand shots

Windy conditions

Good for sidearms

21.2 cm

The Viper is avery stable to overstable disc that is very reliable 
in all wind conditions. The Viper changed the way disc golf is 
played by becoming the first disc used for the “Flex Shot” and 
broke the World Distance Record three times. Excellent choice 
for sidearm throwers. Recommended for experienced players 
only.

Dean Tannock: Masters World Champion
“Known for their stability and grip, Vipers last a long time. The 
more you beat them, the longer they fly.”

Viper

speed glide turn fade

6 4 +1 5

Large Diameter

Windy conditions

Good for sidearms

21.7 cm

 
 

DX $8.99
150-180	gm
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Accuracy and Strategy
Fairway Drivers, compared to Distance Drivers, put 
a premium on accuracy or strategy as opposed 
to Distance. These discs combine distance with a 
great sense of predictability. From the Viper, a for-
mer World Distance Record holder, to the Cheetah 
and Leopard, these discs are the workhorses for 
many players.
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FAIRWAy DRIVERS

Banshee is very reliable in all wind conditions and will fly far 
and accurately into the wind.  An excellent power disc for 
backhand and sidearm. 

Carlton Howard: Disc Golf Hall of Fame
“My go to disc when it gets windy. Also my number one choice 
for longer sidearm throws. Excellent sidearm roller disc as 
well. The disc for low ceiling back hand shots as well.”

Banshee

speed glide turn fade

7 3 0 3

Windy conditions

Good for sidearms

21.2 cm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Champion $15.99
150-175 gm

Golf Discs • Fairway	Drivers	•	Speed	6	&	7

The Evolution of the Driver Started Here
These discs may have been surpassed as the driver 
of choice for those going for maximum distance, 
but the Fairway Driver is a staple disc of top pros 
like Ken Climo. They can still go far, really far. The 
second farthest throw ever recorded was made 
with	a	TeeBird...	810	feet.	Yeah.	Really.

Endorsed by two-time World Champion Barry Schultz, the 
Leopard should be everyone’s first Fairway Driver. It is useful 
for long straight shots, gentle hyzers and turnover shots. 
The Leopard also makes a great roller once it becomes 
“experienced”.

Des Reading: Three-Time Womens World Champion
“The most under rated disc out there. It is the one true disc for 
negotiating wooded courses. I will and have always carried a 
Leopard.”

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Pro $12.99
165-175 gm

Leopard

speed glide turn fade

6 5 -2 1

Top seller!

Beginner friendly

Roller disc

21.2 cm

BS Champion $15.99
155-175 gm

Star $17.99
155-175 gm

Cheetah

speed glide turn fade

6 4 -2 2

Beginner friendly

All around performer 

21.2 cm

 
 

 
 

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

The Cheetah is a great driver for throwing straight long shots at 
any skill level.  It is a very versatile disc that is predictably stable 
at lower speeds and will turnover slightly at higher speeds. It is 
an excellent disc choice for younger disc golfers.

Jay Reading: EDGE Coordinator and Innova Team Member
“The Cheetah was the first driver that really taught me disc 
flight. Thrown hard and flat, the Cheetah will flip, turn and 
then roll back out for a full flight and nice distance.”
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FAIRWAy DRIVERS
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Star $17.99
160-175 gm

The TL is one of the most controllable discs on the market. It 
has a great straight flight with lots of glide and little fade. Great 
for long straight tunnel shots and when keeping your disc in 
the fairway is important.

Matt Dollar: Innova Team member
“This is a great Fairway Driver that is very easy to throw. It 
also makes a good thumber disc when I need something in 
between the stability of the Firebird and Sidewinder.”

TL

speed glide turn fade

7 5 0 1

Beginner friendly

All around performer 

Long straight flight

21.1 cm

For nearly a decade, the Eagle has been soaring over fairways. 
The distance and control of the Eagle was a godsend when 
it was released, immediately becoming THE #1 driver in disc 
golf. Keep one in your bag for sidearms or S turns. The Eagle is 
graceful, swift, and fierce all at once.

David Feldberg: 2008 World Champion
“My go to Driver. I can count on its stability in all situations. I 
use this disc as my go between a Roc and a Boss. Great from 
325-400 for backhand and 250-325 for consistent forehands.”

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

KC Champion $15.99
150-175 gm

Star $17.99
150-175 gm

Eagle

speed glide turn fade

7 4 -1 3

Windy conditions

Developed for pros

Long straight flight

21.2 cm

Teebird

speed glide turn fade

7 5 0 2

Top seller!

Developed for pros

21.2 cm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

KC Champion $15.99
150-175 gm

Star $17.99
150-175 gm

TeeBird is our most accurate and reliable driver.  It is the top 
choice for pros including 12-time World Champion Ken Climo.  
Excellent for pin-point accuracy and distance.

Ken Climo: Twelve Time World Champion
“The KC Champion TeeBird is my choice for most shots in 
the 325-400 ft. range. This disc holds lines and glides well. 
Pinpoint accuracy is why I throw this gem.“

Golf Discs • Fairway	Drivers	•	Speed	7
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GOOD FOR WIND AND SIDEARMS ALL-AROUND PERFORMER   EASIER TO THROW FAR

DISTANCE DRIVERS
Golf Discs • Distance Drivers

Page 38

SPEED 13
Boss Groove Katana

Page 31

SPEED 8
Dragon Archangel

Page 32-33

SPEED 9
Firebird Viking Valkyrie Sidewinder RoadrunnerFL

Page 36

SPEED 11
WraithTeeRexMax

Page 37

SPEED 12
DestroyerXCaliber

Page 34-35

SPEED 10

Monster Orc SL BeastStarfire Monarch
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DISTANCE DRIVERS
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Dragon

speed glide turn fade

8 5 -2 2

Floats in water!

Beginner friendly

Extra grip

21.0 cm

 
 

DX $8.99
150 gms

The Dragon floats in water. The Dragon is made with a special 
grippy plastic. It is a lightweight driver with excellent glide for 
less powerful throwers who want to get more distance with 
less effort. All Dragons are 150 grams.

Sarah Stanhope: 2009 US Womens Champion
“The Dragon was my very first driver. It was good for extra 
distance while I learned the right mechanics to throw far. As a 
beginner, it was also great to have a disc that floats for over-
the-water shots.“

Archangel is one of the easiest drivers for beginners to learn 
to throw far. Its glide is even more dramatic in lighter weights.  
Excellent for high turnover shots and rollers too. This is an 
excellent distance driver for any player at high altitudes.   

Stan McDaniel: Disc Golf Hall of Fame
“The DX Archangel is a long gliding disc for medium power 
players. It beats up, and then it makes a good roller. If you like 
to throw with hyzer, this disc will glide a long way.”

 
 

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Archangel

speed glide turn fade

8 6 -4 1

Beginner friendly

Roller disc

21.1 cm

Golf Discs • Distance	Drivers	•	Speed	8

2009 US Womens Champion, Sarah Stanhope at the Maple Hill Open

Drivers Designed For Newer Players
The Dragon and Archangel are two great discs for 
newer players. Water holes can be intimidating to 
the beginneer just learning to control their discs. 
The Dragon has great grip plus it floats in water. 
The Archangel can maximize distance for players 
learning to drive. 
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DISTANCE DRIVERS

The Firebird has long been one of our most popular upwind 
Distance Drivers. The Firebird’s superior speed and stability 
make play on windy days a breeze. A favorite of sidearm and 
overhead throwers.

Ken Climo: Twelve Time World Champion
“Awesome for shots in direct and hurting crosswinds. It takes 
years to change the flight characteristics on the KC Champion 
Firebird. Great for skip shots and thumbers.”

Firebird

speed glide turn fade

9 3 0 4

Windy conditions

Overhand shots

Good for sidearms

21.1 cm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

KC Champion $15.99
150-175 gm

Star $17.99
150-175 gm

FL

speed glide turn fade

9 3 0 2

Windy conditions

Durable Star plastic

21.1 cm

 
 

Pro $12.99
165-175 gm

Star $17.99
165-175 gm

The FL is a modified Firebird. It was designed to have more 
glide and a less extreme fade at the end of the flight.  It is an 
excellent driver for windy days as well as sidearm throws.  The 
FL is a great first step into the world of overstable drivers. The 
Pro FL is also known as the Pro Firebird.

Christian Dietrich: Team Innova
“Finally, a Firebird that’s not so stubborn!  If you have a tough 
time getting a full flight out of a normal Firebird, or just want 
to get a little more distance before that trademark Firebird 
finish, check out an FL.  Great for those pinpoint hyzer shots 
where you need to stop on a dime.”

Viking is our straightest and most versatile Distance Driver 
from start to finish.  An excellent choice for long, narrow 
fairway shots, as well as graceful left or right turning shots. 

Jay Reading: EDGE Coordinator and Innova Team Member
“I like the Champion Viking. It seems to be a touch more 
controllable for me than the Valkyrie. It has enough stability 
that I can throw a long turnover shot and still get a flat disc 
landing.”

 
 

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Champion $15.99
160-175 gm

Viking

speed glide turn fade

9 4 -1 2

All around performer 

Long straight flight

Windy conditions

21.2 cm

Golf Discs • Distance	Drivers	•	Speed	9

When Far Is Where you Want To Go.
Our Distance Drivers are designed to bring maxi-
mum range and predictability off the tee. The 
Firebird offers a stable flight path with power and 
control, even in the wind. The Roadrunner and 
Sidewinder provide predictable turn and distance 
for players with less power. The Valkyrie is all about 
distance and currently holds the world record.
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DISTANCE DRIVERS
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Champion $15.99
150-175 gm

CS Star $17.99
150-175 gm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm 

Pro $12.99
165-175 gm

The Valkyrie is one of our best down wind drivers. This is the 
disc that set the world record of 820 feet in 2002. This record 
has stood for over seven years now. Will it ever be broken? In 
addition to the Valkyrie holding the World Distance Record, 
it also is one of the most popular long-range rollers on the 
market.

Christian Sandström: World Distance Record Holder
Christian shattered the distance record April 26, 2002 at Big D 
in the Desert. His record throw of 250 meters (820 feet) was 
made with a DX Valkyrie. Former team member Ken Jarvis 
was first to break the record with a throw of 247 meters. Ken’s 
record lasted a mere 45 minutes! 

Valkyrie

speed glide turn fade

9 4 -2 2

Beginner friendly

All skill levels

World Record holder!

21.1 cm

Roadrunner is a very versatile long-range Distance Driver with 
lots of glide. It makes an excellent finesse driver or long range 
roller. This disc has the accuracy of a Fairway Driver as well as 
big distance.  

Angela Tschiggfrie: Two Time US Womens Champion
“I throw this disc because it has a lot of glide, which means 
more distance. It makes an excellent anhyzer disc”

 
 

Champion $15.99
160-175 gm

Star $17.99
160-175 gm

Roadrunner 

speed glide turn fade

9 5 -4 1

Beginner friendly

All skill levels

Roller disc

21.1 cm

Sidewinder is one of our best discs for long turnover shots and 
long distance rollers. It has great glide and can add distance to 
anyone’s drive, but is ideal for players with less power.

Matt Dollar: Innova Team member
“I carry 2-3 of these ranging in stability......or lack there of in 
this case. I love throwing hyzer flips in the woods with the 
Sidewinder. It’s also my favorite sidearm disc. The SW also 
works great for short, quick flipping thumbers. It doesn’t 
require a lot of room because of the quick flip, which makes 
it perfect for really tight gaps. This disc changed my disc golf 
game in the woods forever. I love this disc!”

Sidewinder

speed glide turn fade

9 5 -3 1

Beginner friendly

All skill levels

Roller disc

21.1 cm

 
  

Star $17.99
150-175 gm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm 

Champion $15.99
150-175 gm

Golf Discs • Distance	Drivers	•	Speed	9
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DISTANCE DRIVERS

Monster delivers confidence, power and distance into the 
wind. It is one of our most overstable, wind beating Distance 
Drivers. It is designed for pro level players with monster power. 
A great choice for sidearms too.

Peter Shive: Nine Time Sr. Grandmasters World Champion
“Wonderful disc for stability and length. This is my driver into 
strong winds or sweeping hyzers. When started with anhyzer, 
for an “S” Curve. I also use this disc for forehand rollers.”

Monster

speed glide turn fade

10 3 0 5

Windy conditions

Overhand shots

Good for sidearms

21.2 cm

Champion $15.99
165-175 gm

Star $17.99
165-175 gm

Starfire

speed glide turn fade

10 4 0 3

Windy conditions

Long straight flight

21.2 cm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Champion $15.99
160-175 gm

Star $17.99
160-175 gm

Let the Starfire make you a Star. The Starfire is great into 
headwinds and flies long and flat. It is a triple threat with 
speed, accuracy and stability.

Billy Crump: Team Innova
“The Starfire was the first disc I threw over 400 feet with ease. 
The smoother I was, the further it went. One of my personal all 
time favorites!“

Orc is one of our most popular Distance Drivers. Great for 
straight ahead power throws and long gentle hyzer shots. 
Suitable for a wide range of players.  

Jay “Yeti” Reading: Top Pro and EDGE Coordinator
“This is a ‘Next Level Disc’. I have seen countless players, 
including myself, kick their game up another notch. At one 
time, I was referring to the Orc as ‘Instant Distance’. Great for 
high speed straight shots. The Orc has a fat rim for super big 
hand feel. In light weights it is an S-curve crusher. Good roller.”

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Champion $15.99
160-175 gm

Star $17.99
160-175 gm

Orc

speed glide turn fade

10 4 -1 3

All around performer 

All skill levels

21.2 cm

Golf Discs • Distance	Drivers	•	Speed	10

When Far Is Where you Want To Go.
Whatever challenges a course may present, we have 
a Distance Driver with a flight path to answer the 
challenge. These Speed 10 discs are ready to unleash 
your power. The wind fighting Monster is a relentless 
headwind driver. The Orc and Starfire provide predictable 
distance with accuracy. The Beast and Monarch make it 
easy to throw long range turnover shots and rollers.
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DISTANCE DRIVERS
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The Monarch is an INNOVAtive disc design. The Monarch is 
a long range Distance Driver with a significant high speed 
turn. This predictable high speed turn makes the Monarch a 
good choice for beginning players and those with slower arm 
speeds. The Monarch also makes a great roller disc.

Courtney McCoy: Team Champion Women
“The Monarch is such a great disc. I would say they have taken 
about four or so strokes off my game. The Monarch is a really 
dependable turnover disc.”

 
 

 
 

Champion $15.99
155-175 gm

Monarch

speed glide turn fade

10 5 -4 1

Top seller!

Beginner friendly

Roller disc

21.1 cm

 
 

Pro $12.99
165-175 gm 

Star $17.99
160-175 gm

SL is a fast, dependable disc with a long straight flight and 
excellent glide. This disc can add measurable distance to 
your drives. The Pro SL is also known as the Pro Starfire or Pro 
Starfire-L.

Valarie Jenkins: Three Time Womens World Champion
“My go-to driver (in Pro plastic). I carry about 5 in my bag at 
all times. This disc is great for beginners because it is forgiving 
and continues to fly true even when it gets beat in. My new 
Pro Starfires are stable and can be flexed to reach maximum 
distance. When they get beat in they fly like a dream, because 
the disc does all the work. I devote my 3 world titles as well as 
my other championships to this disc! I love it!”

SL

speed glide turn fade

10 5 -1 2

All skill levels

Great glide

Long straight flight

21.1 cm

The Beast is one of our fastest, longest gliding discs. The Beast 
can increase the driving distance of beginners and pros alike. 
It also doubles as a great long distance roller. Signature disc for 
Two Time World Champion Barry Schultz.

Barry Schultz: Two Time World Champion
“I usually carry 2 or 3 Beasts at a time depending on the 
course (open vs. wooded) and the weather (hot vs. cold and 
dry vs. wet). I do like the long life of the Champion plastic 
and therefore like to use it in the woods. I will have a fresh 
Champion Beast in my bag as well. I will throw in a DX Beast 
when it is cold or wet and also if it is an open course.”

Beast

speed glide turn fade

10 5 -2 2

Top seller!

Beginner friendly

Great glide

21.2 cm

BS Champion $15.99
160-175 gm

Star $17.99
160-175 gm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm 

Pro $12.99
160-175 gm

Golf Discs • Distance	Drivers	•	Speed	10
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DISTANCE DRIVERS

 
 

Star $17.99
173-175 gm

Take your game to the Max and maximize your power and 
control. The Max is much like a longer faster Firebird. Great 
for forehand drives, anhyzer flex shots, and long spike hyzer 
throws. Predictable into any wind. Not meant for beginners. 

Steve Wisecup: World Champion
“The combination of distance and reliability into the wind 
makes the Max a must have disc for every pro. For me, it flies 
like a very long Firebird.”

Max

speed glide turn fade

11 3 0 5

Windy conditions

Overhand shots

Good for sidearms

21.2 cm

The TeeRex is a fast, stable to overstable power driver with 
significant glide. This disc is recommended for advanced to 
professional level players. A great Distance Driver for windy 
conditions and sidearm throwers. 

Dave Feldberg: 2008 World Champion
“I really like the Star TeeRex. I got a 167 gram TeeRex and it 
is very overstable. I let Avery throw it, and he couldn’t turn it 
over. I released it with anhzyer over the water at the Memorial 
and it came back everytime despite the wind. Definitely an 
awesome disc.”

TeeRex

speed glide turn fade

11 4 0 4

Windy conditions

Good for sidearms

21.1 cm

DX $8.99
150-175 gm 

Star $17.99
165-175 gm

The ever popular Wraith is a long, stable Distance Driver. The 
Star Wraith is the driver of choice for 12 time World Champion 
Ken Climo. The Wraith provides great distance for players of all 
skill levels.

David Wiggins: Under 19 years old World Distance record
This is the disc that David Wiggins Jr. of High Point, NC used 
to set an 11-and-under World Distance Record of 484 feet 3 
inches. David used a 168 gram Champion Wraith. 
 
David has since thrown 735 feet. Holding the record for 
anyone under 19 years, and he did it when he was just 13!

 
 

DX $8.99
150-175 gm 

Pro $12.99
165-175 gm

Wraith

speed glide turn fade

11 5 -1 3

All skill levels

Top seller!

All around performer 

21.1 cm

Champion $15.99
165-175 gm

KC Star $17.99
165-175 gm

Golf Discs • Distance	Drivers	•	Speed	11

These Discs Are Out-Of-Sight.... Fast!
These Speed 11 discs really move. The Max is a wind-
cleaving brute. At max weight, it is meant to cut through 
any wind. The TeeRex is more nimble but still provides 
power control and distance. The Wraith is the easiest of 
the Speed 11 discs to throw and the longest off the tee. 
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DISTANCE DRIVERS

The Destroyer is a very fast stable long Distance Driver. This 
disc is much like a faster Wraith, but with a little more high 
and low speed stability. It is a great disc for sidearm throwers 
and those with lots of power. It can handle headwinds and 
throws with off axis torque. 

Avery Jenkins: 2009 World Champion
“The Pro Destroyer is my competition distance disc.  I keep a 
stack of these JUST for distance competitions. I know I have 
an advantage when I throw it, because I trust it. Destroyers 
have more glide for me than any other disc. It doesn’t hurt 
that I throw really far either. One day, I will break the World 
Record with this disc.”

DX $8.99
150-175 gm

Pro $12.99
168-175	gm

Champion $15.99
168-175	gm

AJ Star $17.99
168-175	gm

Destroyer

speed glide turn fade

12 5 -1 4

Top seller!

All around performer 

Good for sidearms

21.1 cm

XCaliber

speed glide turn fade

12 5 0 4

Windy conditions

Overhand shots

Good for sidearms

21.1 cm

 
 

Champion $15.99
170-175 gm

Star $17.99
170-175 gm

The XCaliber is for those who have got to have the biggest and 
the baddest. Extremely fast with glide and stability. This is the 
one for confident bombs in windy conditions.

Des Reading: Three-Time World Champion
“My big bomber disc that is not effected by the wind. Long 
and straight with a defined fade.”

Golf Discs • Distance	Drivers	•	Speed	12
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2009 World Champion, Avery Jenkins

Big Distance For Big Courses
The XCaliber and Destroyer offer serious players some 
options for their driving game. The XCaliber is a favorite 
of pros looking for a predictable “into the wind” driver. 
The Destroyer offers players of all skill levels stability, but 
with increased glide for gaining distance.
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Get into the Groove.  The Groove likes to fly long and straight, 
low or high, sidearm or backhand. A mellower flying Boss-like 
disc that comes in lower weights due to the groove in the rim. 

Avery Jenkins: 2009 World Champion
“The Groove is a speedy driver that is easy to control. A fat, 
Boss-like grip, but not as overstable. Ideal for the medium arm 
speeds of players developing their distance technique.”

Groove

speed glide turn fade

13 6 -2 2

Top seller!

All skill levels

Great glide

21.1 cm

 
  

Champion $15.99
165-175 gm

New for 2010, the Katana adds glide and user friendliness to 
the 13 speed tier of discs.  Our easiest disc for getting serious 
distance. The Katana is designed for intermediate to advanced 
players looking for extra distance. This disc is exceptional for 
tailwind distance shots. The Katana has the glide and turn to 
make you a believer.

Henry Childres: Pro Disc Golfer
“The Star Katana is the best side-arm disc I have ever thrown. 
The stability is perfect for maximum distance. It is also great 
for long-distance rollers. This is one disc that has earned a 
place in my bag.”

 
 

Pro $12.99
165-175 gm

Star $17.99
168-175	gm

Katana

speed glide turn fade

13 5 -3 3

All skill levels

Great glide

Long straight flight

21.2 cm

Golf Discs • Distance	Drivers	•	Speed	13

 
 

R-Pro $12.99
135-175 gm

Pro $12.99
165-175 gm

The Boss is large and in charge. The Boss is our fastest long-
range Distance Driver with stability and control. Great disc 
choice for sidearm or backhand throwers. May not be suitable 
for players with smaller hands. Endorsed by 2008 World 
Champion Dave Feldberg. Be the Boss.

Dave Feldberg: 2008 World Champion
“The Boss is my favorite disc for distance shots. It gives me 
the distance and control to perform my best in tournament 
play. It has elevated my distance game. It works great for skip 
shots, low shots, high shots, and any kind of disc golf shot you 
throw.... try the Boss it will get to the basket first!“ 

Boss

speed glide turn fade

13 5 -1 3

Top seller!

Developed for pros

Good for sidearms

21.2 cm

DF Champion $15.99
170-175 gm

Star $17.99
168-175	gm

Breaking New Ground 
Wondering how far you can throw? Test your abilities 
by picking up one of these Speed 13 discs and letting it 
rip. If you can classify your arm speed as crazy fast, try a 
Boss. The stability of the Boss adds control, even into a 
headwind. Throw the Groove or Katana with a tail wind 
and discover what glide can do for your distance. 
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Denotes stiff Pro plastic                           •• Coming in 2010
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Boss 13 5 -1 3 • • • •
Groove 13 6 -2 2 •
Katana 13 5 -3 3 • •
XCaliber 12 5 0 4 • •
Destroyer 12 5 -1 3 • • • •
Max 11 3 0 5 •
TeeRex 11 4 0 4 • •
Wraith 11 5 -1 3 • • • •
Monster 10 3 0 5 • •
Starfire 10 4 0 3 • • •
Orc 10 4 -1 3 • • •
SL   (Starfire-L) 10 5 -1 2 • •
Beast 10 5 -2 2 • • • •
Monarch 10 5 -4 1 •
Firebird 9 3 0 4 • • •
FL   (Firebird-L) 9 3 0 2 • •
Viking 9 4 -1 2 • •
Valkyrie 9 4 -2 2 • • • •
Sidewinder 9 5 -3 1 • • •
Roadrunner 9 5 -4 1 • •
Dragon 8 5 -2 2 •
Archangel 8 6 -4 1 •

DISTANCE DRIVERS
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Banshee 7 3 0 3 • •
TeeBird 7 5 0 2 • • •
Eagle 7 4 -1 3 • • •
TL  7 5 0 1 •
Viper 6 4 +1 5 •
Whippet 6 3 +1 5 •
Gazelle 6 4 0 2 •
Cheetah 6 4 -2 2 •
Leopard 6 5 -2 1 • • • •

FAIRWAy DRIVERS
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Pig 3 1 0 3 •
Hydra 3 3 0 2 •
Classic Roc 3 3 0 2 •
Dart 3 4 0 0 • • •
Aero 3 6 0 0 • •
XD 3 4 -1 1 •
Rhyno 2 1 0 3 • • • •
KC & JK Aviar 2 3 0 2 • •
Aviar Driver 2 3 0 2 •
Aviar P & A 2 3 0 1 • • • •
Classic Aviar 2 3 0 0 •
Birdie 1 2 0 0 • 
Polecat 1 3 0 0 •
Sonic 1 2 -4 0 •

PUTT & APPROACH
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Gator 5 2 0 3 • •
Cro 5 3 0 2 • • •
Spider 5 3 0 1 • • •
Skeeter 5 5 -1 1 • • •
Panther 5 4 -2 1 •
Kite 5 6 -3 1 • •
Roc 4 4 0 3 • • • •
Shark 4 4 0 2 • • •
Coyote 4 5 0 1 • •
Mako 4 5 0 0 •
Cobra 4 5 -2 2 •
Stingray 4 5 -3 1 • •
Wolf 4 3 -4 1 •

MID-RANGE

Golf Discs • Comparison Chart
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DX Disc Golf Set
A perfect choice for the newer player. A 
well rounded set of DX discs in 
ideal weights for newer players. 
This trio includes our best sellers 
and is all you need to get started. 
Includes a Driver, Mid-Range  
and Putter. 
$28.99

Champion Disc Golf Set
For the player that gets hooked quickly and 
wants the best stuff, we’ve developed 
the Champion Disc Golf Set. It 
includes a Driver, Mid-Range, 
and Putter in our most durable 
and vibrant Champion material. 
Players can get everything they 
need to start training to be a 
champion with one easy purchase.
$48.99

Our complete disc golf sets are the perfect items 
to get you started selling Innova products or to 
expand your existing offerings. They make for easy 
merchandising and for easy purchase decisions. They 
offer everything players need to get started playing 
disc golf today.

Golf Discs • Disc Golf Sets
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I-Dye Discs 
Add unique color to your game with 
I-Dye Discs. Each disc is individually dyed 
with bold colors and exciting designs. 
No two are exactly alike. These discs 
look great flying down the fairway. I-Dye 
discs are available in the Innova Pro, 
Champion, and Star plastics. Availability 
is limited to stock on hand with new 
shipments arriving frequently. Weights 
vary by model. Call for current inventory.
I-Dye Pro Discs $15.99
I-Dye Champion Discs $ 18.99
I-Dye Star Discs  $ 19.99

Glow-in-the-dark Golf Discs 
Don’t stop playing when the sun goes 
down. Innova’s Glow discs are made 
with a rechargeable glow-in-the-dark 
plastic that has a unique feel and allows 
play to continue in the dark. Simply 
use a portable black light, camera flash 
attachment, or flashlight to charge glow 
discs before play and between shots. 

Glow Aviar (Putter) $12.99
165-175 grams

Glow Roc (Mid-Range) $12.99
165-180	grams

Glow Valkyrie (Driver) $12.99
165-175 grams

Model and weight availability varies

Golf Discs • Specialty Golf Discs
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Dodgebee®
Foam flyer for dodge games
Dodgebee is a blast!  Merge Ultimate 
with dodgeball and you’ll get the 
idea.  The Dodgebee is a soft foam 
based Cordura wrapped disc that is 
fun to throw and safe to catch... if you 
can.  Great for schools, friends, and 
family. Just about anyone can play 
Dodgebee! Weights on the Dodgebee 
270, 235 and 200 are 85g, 65g and 45g 
respectfully.

Dodgebee 200 (7.9 in) $7.99
Dodgebee 235  (9.3 in) $8.99
Dodgebee 270  (10.6 in) $9.99
Dodgebee set (270, 235, 200) $25.99

Five on Five Dodgebee court layout

Japanese students playing Dodgebee

Dodgebee® Rules!
Simple rules will get you started 
The court is 10 yards by 20 yards, with a 
line through the middle. Teams are split 
equally, and at least one team member 
MUST	remain	in	the	outfield	(area	
surrounding opposing team’s infield 
square).	Players	may	pass	to	outfield	
players to launch a Dodgebee attack at 
the opposing team’s infield players! Any 
successful	attack	(Dodgebee	hitting	an	
infield	player	without	a	catch)	results	in	
that player moving to the outfield. The 
successful attacker may return to the 
infield. Throws must hit players before 
hitting the ground. Game duration is 
4 minutes, or until an infield team has 
been eliminated.

For more information on Dodgebee, visit 
www.dodgebeeusa.com

Pulsar 
Ultimate Disc
The Pulsar is Innova’s Ultimate disc. 
Approved	by	the	UPA	(Ultimate	Players	
Association)	for	tournament	play,	the	
Pulsar is ready to lead your team to its 
next championship. This disc is not just 
a “competition” disc. It is perfect for 
Freestyling at the beach or for a game of 
throw and catch in the backyard.  Ready 
for Super Class PDGA play. 
Weight: 175 grams   
Pulsar $9.99

The Pulsar is available for 
custom stamping for clubs 
and events. Choose your 
disc and stamp colors to 
match your team or theme. 

Golf Discs • Ultimate & Dodgebee
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Zephyr
A great all-around disc 
The Zephyr is the highest performance 
catch disc available. The Zephyr 
has a very straight and true flight 
characteristic. The Thumtrac® adds 
durability and a great grip, especially 
for sidearms. Approved for Super Class 
events. The 160 gm Zephyr is the disc 
of choice for WFDF competitions.  
Diameter: 24.1 cm
Zephyr   $8.99 

140, 160, 190+ grams

Super Nova
Our best catch disc
The Super Nova is an excellent all 
around recreational disc. It features 
our patented Thumtrac® technology 
for great grip and true flights throw 
after throw. Great for Ultimate, catch 
or Freestyle. A great disc for a day at 
the beach. Also approved for Super 
Class and PDGA tournament play. 
Diameter: 27.5 cm
Super Nova   $9.99 

175+ grams

SuperHero
The toughest K-9 sport disc
This is the best throw and catch disc available, 
which also makes it an amazing dog disc. 
SuperHero K-9 Candy discs come in a wide range 
of vivid, eye catching, translucent colors and are 
available for custom stamping.  Hero Discs are 
competition and safety approved. Bring out the 
SuperHero in your Dog! Choose superdog or 
superguy stamp. Diameter: 23.7 cm
136 grams  $13.99

SuperStar
Flying disc seeks flying dog
Made from our popular Star Plastic, the 
SuperStar goes where you throw it. The 
Superstar is competition ready at 130 grams. 
Identical to our SuperHero, but a little lighter 
and in a softer plastic. Make your dog a 
SuperStar!   
Diameter: 23.7 cm
130 grams   $13.99

SuperSonic
Designed for dog disc pros
The SuperSonic is a smaller, lighter version of 
the SuperStar. The SuperSonic weighs in at 
112 gms making it one of the lightest, most 
durable dog discs on the market. Compared to 
traditional dog discs, these offer much better 
durability and puncture resistance. Available for 
custom hot stamping. 
Diameter: 21.6 cm
112 grams    $13.99

Golf Discs • Recreational & Dog Sport
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Sponsorship Deals
Innova has assisted thousands of disc golf 
promoters over the last 25 years. We have 
also run, or helped to run, hundreds of 
tournaments and promotional events. Our 
staff takes pride in the phrase “Disc Golf 
Experts” because we believe strongly in our 
collective knowledge. 
Regardless of the size of your event, we 
want to lend a helping hand.

Fundraising

Promotion

Challenge: Meeting fund raising 
goals and requirements.  
Solution: CFR Fundraiser discs! These 
are high-demand, limited production 
discs only available to qualified 
tournaments. 
What you’ll need: To design the 
graphics to go on your discs - Foil 
hotstamp or INNColor. Get artwork to 
us with enough lead time to produce 
your order so you can sell the discs - 
the easy part.
Result: Players will have a limited 
edition disc with your design and a 
good feeling that they have helped 
you achieve your goals.

Innova banners can help announce 
your event and let people know who 
helps you make it look so easy.  
Dimensions:	8	feet	long,	3	feet	high.
Call us to order one for your event.

Fun & Prizes
Challenge: You	need	prizes	and	
merchandise for your event.
Solution: Your	event	can	order	a	
selection of discs, bags, targets, and 
merchandise that players will want. 
What you’ll need: An idea of how 
many players your event will have, 
plus what you want to reward players 
for participating.
Result: Players will appreciate a 
variety of items to choose from for 
prizes. 

Player Packs
Challenge: Supplying cool player 
pack items for your tournament. 
Solution: Custom stamped INNOVA 
discs! Choose popular INNOVA 
models to adorn with your graphics. 
This adds that personal touch. 
Qualified orders receive tournament 
supplies and other merchandise. 
What you’ll need: Simply choose the 
disc	models	you	want.	Your	artwork	
must include event information. 
Order with enough lead time to 
produce your order. 
Result: Players will have a great 
disc with your custom design and a 
souvenir of your event. 

Send in a form - Win cool stuff!
A mail-in form comes with 
each Fund Raiser disc sold. 
Customers who mail them in are 
automatically entered to win 
monthly prizes.  In 2009, we gave 
away over $6000 worth of CFR 
Customer Appreciation Program 
prizes.	You	can’t	win	if	you	don’t	
enter! Help support local, national, 
and worldwide events!

CFR Rewards

Give us a call to learn more.
We can explain more about these 
programs or find a solution to fit 
your event and budget.

East:	 800-476-3968
West:		 800-408-8449

Call for more...

Star and Champion I-Dye
Custom stamped dyed Champion 
and Star discs are now available. 
These most desirable discs are 
available in custom stamped 
designs for the first time ever! 
Make sure to add some to your 
custom order. They’ll sell quick!

I-Dye Custom 

Sponsorship • Helping	You	Do	It	All
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Hot Stamped Discs
This traditional process still reigns supreme and offers 
the widest selection of models to choose from. We 
offer a variety of foil colors to enhance your design.  

Minimum order 50	discs	(25	discs	minimum	per	model)

Golf Discs DX, Pro, R-Pro, Champion, Star models

Catch Discs Pulsar, SuperHero, SuperStar

Mini markers Standard, UV, Glow, and Mini Driver

Lead time 4 weeks

Call the Innova Custom 
Department or email at  
custom@ innovadiscgolf.com 
for details on graphic design 
specifications & model availability. 
We will gladly help you determine 
which custom application is 
suitable for your project. Custom 
hot stamp design is also available 
at affordable costs. 

Be sure to submit your custom 
order early enough to get your 
discs when you need them.

INNColor™ Discs
The latest evolution of the ever popular Custom Fund 
Raiser Program. This process produces the most brilliant 
high resolution images across the face of our Star discs. 
INNColor discs are available to PDGA tournament 
directors and other qualified fund raising events. 

Maximum order Varies, dependent on event type

Discs Select Star discs including the Ontario Roc!

Lead time 4-6 weeks

Custom Discs
Custom golf discs are 
a great way to raise 
money and promote 
your business, club, or 
upcoming event. They are 
a mainstay at successful 
events and help raise 
thousands of dollars each 
year. 

Custom Discs • Your	Designs	On	Innova	Discs
Twelve Time World Champion, Ken Climo
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Want to carry everything you need for a 
tournament and a sack lunch? Then the 
DISCarrier is for you. We partnered with Hero 
Disc to create this “tournament bag”. The 
DISCarrier features a lightweight internal frame 
to keep the overall weight at a minimum—but 
don’t worry this bag is beefy enough to handle 
all your tournament supplies.

•	Holds	20	-	25	discs
•	Constructed of 100% Nylon 1260 Denier
•	Lightweight internal frame with dividers
•	Water resistant with a reinforced bottom
•	Two	large	compartments	with	internal	organizers	
•	Outer zippered pocket features an mp3 player/cellphone holder
•	Hidden inner pocket
•	Two large drink holders – each can hold up to a 32 oz. bottle
•	Extra wide putter pocket with mini marker pocket
•	Pockets for scorecard and multiple pencils
•	Extra	set	of	strap	connectors	for	use	with	Backsaver	straps	-	

Backsaver Straps not included 
•	Adjustable padded shoulder strap

   $79.99

•	Holds	12-18	golf	discs
•	Lightweight	internal	frame	with	dividers
•	Water	resistant	with	reinforced	bottom
•	Padded	adjustable	shoulder	strap
•	32	oz.	bottle	holder	with	cinch	strap
•	Two	outer	pockets,	plus	a	mesh	zippered	pocket	on	inside	

of flap
•	Three	adjustable	compartment	dividers	for	various	

configurations
•	Extra	set	of	strap	connectors	for	use	with	Backsaver	straps	-
Backsaver Straps not included
•	Quick	access	front	putter	pocket

Deluxe Bag

   $49.99

DISCarrier Bag
The Competition Bag is an ultra-light and 
ultra-durable full size bag designed to carry up 
to 20 discs. Includes a lightweight, removable 
internal disc frame to add support and organize 
discs. While other heavier bags may carry more 
accessories, this bag is extremely lightweight 
and was designed with comfort in mind. 

•	Holds	15	-	20	discs
•	Constructed of 100% Nylon 1260 Denier
•	Lightweight	internal	frame	with	dividers
•	Padded	back	area	for	additional	comfort
•	Two	32-oz	bottle	holders
•	Padded	adjustable	shoulder	strap
•	Extra	set	of	strap	connectors	for	use	with	Backsaver	straps	-	

Backsaver Straps not included 
•	Two	zippered	gear	pockets	–	one	with	internal	cell	phone	holder	
•	Internal	zippered	pocket
•	Elastic	front	putter	pocket	with	mini	pocket	and	pencil	holder

Competition Bag

$59.99

Green

Bright Red/
Gun Metal

Moss Green/
Khaki

Black/
Gun Metal

Orange/
Khaki

Dark Navy/
Gun Metal

Bright Red/
Gun Metal

Black/
Gun Metal

Dark Navy/
Gun Metal

Navy Black

The Innova Deluxe Bag is an excellent choice for 
all players. The Deluxe Bag is a durable, spacious 
bag	with	room	for	12	to	18	discs	plus	accessories.	
Includes a lightweight, removable internal disc 
frame to add support and organize discs. The 
Deluxe Bag has a front putter pocket plus a 
large zippered side pocket to hold additional 
equipment and accessories.

Disc Golf Bags • A Place for Everything
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The Innova Standard Bag is a high 
quality, durable, and lightweight bag, 
designed for players that do not wish to 
carry a large bag. The Standard Bag holds 
up to 12 discs with room for accessories. 
Comes with detachable divider and a 
disc sleeve to protect discs. There is a 
quick access front putter pocket as well 
as a zippered rear compartment.
•	Holds	up	to	12	golf	discs
•	Water	resistant	with	reinforced	bottom
•	Padded	adjustable	shoulder	strap
•	Removable	disc	sleeve	provides	additional	protection	for	up	

to six discs
•	One	adjustable	compartment	divider
•	32	oz.	bottle	holder	with	cinch	strap
•	Zippered	mesh	pocket	on	top	flap	for	valuables
•	Velcro	side	pocket	holds	minis,	snacks,	and	cell	phones

•	Easy	access	front	putter	pocket

Standard Bag
The Innova Starter Bag is an affordable choice 
for new players or folks who don’t carry a lot of 
discs. It is lightweight and designed to hold 6 to 
10 golf discs. The Starter Bag is an ideal choice 
for youth players. The compact size makes it easy 
to pack in your suitcase when traveling.
•	Holds	up	to	10	golf	discs
•	Water	resistant	with	reinforced	bottom	and	sides
•	Mesh	bottle	holder	with	elastic	top
•	Divided	interior
•	Detachable	adjustable	shoulder	strap
•	Mesh	putter	pocket
•	1	outer	zippered	pocket	to	carry	keys,	wallets,	minis

Starter Bag

Green

Blue/Light Grey

Bag Model Discs Water Bottle Pockets Putter pouch For BackSavers Weight Dividers MSRP  

Starter 6-10 1 small 1 yES NO 1 lb 2 oz 1 fixed $14.99

Standard 8-12 1 small 3 yES NO 1 lb 14 oz 1 + accordion $27.99

Deluxe 12-18 1 large 3 yES yES 2 lbs Soft frame $49.99

Competition 15-20 2 large 3 yES yES 2 lb 6 oz Soft frame $59.99

DISCarrier 20-25 2 large 4 yES yES 3 lb 2 oz Soft frame $79.99

Be kind to your spine and get a set of BackSaver 
Straps. Designed to better distribute the load 
of a full disc golf bag. Made to fit our DISCarrier, 
Competition, and Deluxe bags. Our straps are 
also compatible with our Tour Bag and most 
other large bags.

BackSaver Straps

   $24.99   $14.99

Red/Charcoal

NavyBlack

•	4-way	adjustable	for	many	body	types

•	Properly	configured,	our	BackSaver	Straps	can	
help reduce back fatigue

•	1680D	nylon	construction

•	Extra	thick	padded	shoulders

   $27.99

Disc Golf Bags • A Place for Everything
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Adjustable VisorDri Weave Golf Cap

Knit Beanie & Full Zip Hoodie I DRy POLO

Flex Golf Cap 
This hat features a custom sandwich bill reading “INNOVA DISC GOLF” as well as a cool 
DISCatcher on the back. Elastic band for snug fit.  
Available in tan, black, navy, and maroon.  Sizes: S/M and L/XL

$19.99

Dri-Weave Golf Cap 
Made from a breathable fabric, this hat will keep you cool in the hot sun. Elastic band for 
snug fit. Available in Silver, Maroon, and Sage.  Sizes: S/M and L/XL

$21.99
Adjustable Visor 
Keep the sun off your face, but keep your head cool too. Assorted colors.  
Call for current inventory.

$14.99

Acrylic Knit Beanie 
Keep that head warm.  Tests show you lose a majority of body heat through your head. 
Wide assortment of color and stripe combos.

$14.99

I-Dry Polo Shirt 
This polo uses cool feeling polyester fabric that naturally fights wrinkles to keep you 
looking good and feeling good. Colors: Navy, Black, Gold.  
Call for available colors and sizes. 

$34.99

Disc Golf Apparel • Looking Good...
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“Grunge” Long Sleeve Shirts
Cotton Long Sleeve with “Grunge” design 
on front and new “Star Fist” design on 
back.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Colors: Black, Royal Blue, Maroon

Long Sleeve $19.99

Innova Flag T Shirt 
The flag shirt is a classic design brought 
back by popular demand. The stripes are 
discs and the stars are targets. 

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Colors: Maroon, Black, Navy, White

Short Sleeve $14.99

Skeet Roc T Shirt 
Designed by legendary disc artist, Skeet 
Scienski, this design features a 3 color 
design. 

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Colors: Assorted, call for availability

Short Sleeve $14.99

Innova Star Stamp T Shirt
Our First Run Champion Star is second 
to none! This design is featured on a very 
limited number of discs upon release. Now 
you can wear it anytime. Central Innova 
logo on the chest.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Colors: Maroon, Black, Navy, White

Short Sleeve $14.99

Innova Full Zip Hooded 
Sweatshirt
Hoodie is tagless with full zip and front 
pockets.	Writing	on	back	says	PLAY	DISC	
GOLF. 
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Colors: Black, Navy

$34.99

Silhouette Ladies T Shirt
Finally, a shirt just for the ladies. This cool 
shirt features artwork from Team member, 
Courtney McCoy. It has a feminine cut, 
with shorter sleeves and a more snug fit. 

Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Colors: Charcoal, Purple, Fuchsia, Red
$16.99

Disc Golf Apparel • Looking Good...
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Mini Marker Disc
Most players use minis to 
mark their lie. A must for 
tournament play. They are 
also great flying discs too. 
Used in mini disc golf for 
drives and putts. About 23 
grams.

$1.99

Mini Driver
For mini golf or as a marker, 
the Innova Mini Driver is 
in its element. Weighted 
specifically for mini disc 
golf, these little wonders 
fly far in windy conditions. 
About 42 grams.

$2.99

UV Mini Marker
These are cool and fun 
in the sun. They change 
color when exposed to 
Ultraviolet rays. If your mini 
turns purple, you should 
consider sunblock. About 
23 grams.

$2.99

Glow Mini Marker
These minis can hold a 
charge and can be charged 
before you throw them 
with a flashlight. Great 
for night golf and UFO 
photography. About 23 
grams. 

$2.99

Water Bottle 
Made	by	TREK,	our	bottles	are	LDPE	(Low-
density	Polyethylene)	a	phthalate-free	
and BPA-free plastic. These water bottles 
hold 23 oz., have a rubber closing sip top, 
and come in clear, silver, or white.

$5.99

Super Shammy 
The Super Shammy will keep your 
discs dry for throws even when 
mother nature wants ‘em wet.Great 
for rounds in the rain.

$7.99

FlyDry Towel 
We’ve redesigned the FlyDry to better 
serve you in your moment of need. It 
now has a looped strap. Thread it onto 
your bag or a belt loop to keep it close 
at hand. Hang it up for quick drying 
so you can use it again soon... and you 
will. Black.

$7.99

PDGA Official 
Rules Book 

Learn more than the 
basics. This little book is 
a must for your disc golf 
bag and your bedside 
table. Small enough to 
fit in any disc golf bag.

$3.00

PDGA Course Directory
Almost 500 pages of courses around 
the world! The most comprehensive 
course guide available anywhere – 
broken down by state and country. 
Each listing has driving directions 
from a main road and descriptions of 
the course and facilities. A must have 
for the traveling player. 

$18.00

Innova Golf Pencils 
Innova pencils come sharpened and 
ready to go.They also have erasers. 
Random colors available. 
Each $.50

Disc Golf Accessories • Everything Else For a Successful Round
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Die Cut Vinyl Sticker 
Slap one of these babies on your 
laptop, rear window or refridgerator. 
Anywhere with a pretty flat surface will 
work. Just stick it. Assorted colors

$4.99

Iron-on Roc Patches 
These 3 inch patches let ‘em know you 
are in the secret order of the Roc. Get 
them while supplies last. Assorted 
colors.

$7.99

Oval INNOVA Sticker 
A wide range of colors lets you tell ‘em 
what you throw without clashing with 
your ride.

$1.00

Iron-on Oval Patches 
Stick one of these on your disc golf 
bag, shoulder straps, jeans, car seats, 
sweatshirt, backpack... ok, maybe not 
your car seats.

$7.99

Drink Coozie  
Keep your drinks cold on or off the 
course with this nifty portable thermal  
jacket. Black, Blue, Purple, Green.

$3.99

License Plate Frame 
Now THIS one can go on the back of your car. 
Deck it out! Tell that guy screaming in your mirror 
that disc golf would probably chill him out. 

$3.99

Disc Golf Accessories • Fun and Vital Items

RIPT™  Revenge  
RIPT Revenge is a disc golf card game 
played on the course. There are many ways 
to play. RIPT cards can also be used for  
traditional card games.                               $7.99

Disc Golf License Plate 
These go on the front! Not the back 
of your car... unless you like to talk to 
your local law enforcement.  

$5.99

Bottle Opener 
This cool magnetic bottle opener 
will stay put on your fridge, and it’s 
a mini version of a golf disc too! 

$3.00

2010 Innova Calendar 
This 14 month calendar is great for planning 
your tour schedule or just keeping track of 
life’s important moments. With both monthly 
view and day planner views, you’ve got no 
excuse for missing an important date!

$7.99
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Getting The EDGE DVD 

This is the perfect DVD to introduce 
basic skills to new players. Enjoy slow 
motion analysis of World Champions 
Ken Climo and Des Reading, along 
with expert instruction from Innova’s 
Dave Dunipace.

$19.99

Disc Golf Fundamentals 

Featuring World Champions Ken 
Climo and Dave Feldberg, this DVD 
teaches beyond the basics. From 
footwork and putting to choosing 
the right disc for each shot, to 
sculpting drives. These guys cover a 
lot of ground in this well produced 
DVD that can help you get to the 
next level.

$19.99

2003 USDGC DVD
This 90-minute DVD features 
complete, final round coverage of the 
2003 US Championship. Spectators 
witnessed the greatest disc golf battle 
of all time between Ken Climo and 
Barry Schultz.

$19.99

2006 Japan Open DVD 

The top players visited Japan for 
another spectacular Japan Open. 
Steve Rico, Avery Jenkins and other 
top shelf players tested their skills 
with 150 class discs on a beautifully 
manicured golf course. See the 
action as the final round plays out. 

$19.99

2008 USDGC DVD 

Go inside the ropes for the first time 
and see the Lead Group as it was 
meant to be - with no additional 
commentary, just the sounds of the 
game. Then, watch it again with the 
commentary from US Champion 
Nate Doss and runner-up Avery 
Jenkins as they discuss the shots 
of the final round with host Billy 
Crump. Produced by CLASH.

$19.99

2009 USDGC DVD 

Lead Group Live takes you on an 
intense journey inside the ropes 
on the legendary Winthrop Gold 
Course. See firsthand what it takes 
to hold your own at the world’s most 
challenging and prestigious event. 
Produced by CLASH.

$19.99

Disc Golf Media • Discs To Throw... In the DVD Player 

Paul Ulibarri, Team Innova
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Disc Golf Scene • Keeping it fun

Paul Ulibarri, Team Innova
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DISCatcher Sport - Full sized & competition ready in 5 minutes
The Innova DISCatcher Sport is a full-size portable target. Durable construction 
with	18	galvanized	chains,	yet	the	DISCatcher	Sport	model	weighs	only	40	
pounds. The DISCatcher Sport is an excellent target choice for youth camps, 
schools, backyard practice or to create a temporary course. Constructed of 
five parts, the DISCatcher Sport can be set up in about 5 minutes with just a 
screwdriver. It disassembles for easy transportation or for compact storage when 

not in use. Not meant for permanent 
outdoor installation. Regulation sized and 
PDGA approved for tournament play. 

DISCatcher Mini - Play in the yard or office 
The Innova DISCatcher Mini basket is the perfect trophy 
basket to award to top competitors in tournaments. It is 
also a great basket for your mini golf course. Create your 
own cool course in your yard, or pool a bunch of baskets 
together and set up a temporary course at your local 
park.	With	18	real	chains	and	solid	steel	construction,	the	
DISCatcher Mini works like the real deal. Metal band on 
top is perfect for a trophy plaque.  22” tall.
DISCatcher	Yellow	or	Chrome	Silver

MSRP $99.99

Features:
•	 Chain Assembly - Durable 

yellow powder coated 
target	top	with	18	strands	of	
galvanized chains 

•	 Basket - Powder coated finish 
•	 Two poles - Two sections with 

powder coated finish
•	 Base - Our powder coated 

four spoke base is wide 
enough and strong enough to 
stabilize the target, yet is still 
lightweight.

MSRP  $199.99

DISCatcherSport & Mini • Portable Targets
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•	 Simple	one-action	set	up	and	take	down

•	 Just	13.5	pounds	-	the	lightest	portable	target	
available from INNOVA

•	 New	Pentagonal	basket	improves	disc	
catching from all angles

•	 The	chain/net	eliminates	cut	throughs	and	
catches great

•	 The	extra	wide	basket	tray	is	made	of	
lightweight/durable, quick-drying mesh fabric

•	 Includes	removable	flag	and	matching	tote	
bag

•	 Early	or	late	putting	sessions	won’t	disturb	
others with quieter chain action of Traveler

•	 Five	legs	provide	a	wide	sturdy	base.	Attached	
anchor rings and included anchor stakes serve 
to secure target on uneven surfaces and on 
windy days

TRAVELER - The quickest to set up
The DISCatcher® Traveler disc golf target is ready to 
accompany you on all your disc golf expeditions. The 
DISCatcher Traveler is the lightest and best catching 
portable disc golf target on the market. The Traveler 
sets up with ease and take down is a breeze. Ideal 
for taking on camping adventures, to the beach or 
mountains or on trips to the park. The Traveler’s light 
weight and easy set up and take down make it an 
excellent choice for schools and youth camps. The 
DISCatcher Traveler is always ready to go, yet it is 
great for backyard putting practice as well.

 MSRP $149.99

YELLOW
The DISCatcher® Traveler is available 
in RED, BLUE, and YELLOW. 

DISCatcher Traveler • Where	Do	You	Want	to	Play	Today?
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SkillShot™ Portable Target 
The Innova SkillShot™ is the original 
lightweight portable disc golf target. It 
weighs in at 26 pounds with a 16 chain 
assembly. The SkillShot allows you to play 
disc golf in the park, on your next camp-out 
or around the backyard. 
It is affordable, easy to transport, catches 
great, and is PDGA approved. It comes 
complete with stakes, flag and carrying bag.

Weight  26 lbs

Features:
•	 Umbrella Action - Pops up in seconds and 

collapses quickly too 
•	 16 Chains - 16 real zinc plated chains grab and 

hold discs
•	 Tripod Base - Powder coated tripod base allows for 

basket to be mounted on uneven ground 
•	 Stakes - Tent stakes and rings on each foot for 

added stability when needed
•	 Colorful Skins - 600 denier polyester skins. The 

SkillShot comes in a variety of colors to suit your 
needs. 

•	 Convenient Carry Bag - Great for storing the 
SkillShot in your car

Available	in	black,	blue,	green,	and	red	(subject	to	
availability)

MSRP $149.99

Convenient Carry Bag

SkillShot™ Target • Umbrella Action

C. 



Speed 11 & 12
Speed 10

Speed 9
Speed 7 & 8

Speed 5 & 6
Distance Driver

Distance Driver
Distance Driver

Fairway Driver
Fairway Driver

Each disc golfer’s throw is unique. This chart will help determine the right INNOVA disc for your throw. Once you have thrown one of our discs, you can use this chart as a frame of reference to choose others. Disc choice is based 

primarily on two characteristics - Speed and Stability. Discs are arranged from overstable on the left to understable on the right.  The faster �ying discs are at the top, and the slowest �ying ones are at the bottom. 

OVERSTABLE For Wind & Power

UNDERSTABLE Beginner FriendlyBeginner FriendlyBeginner Friendly

STABLE (STRAIGHT) Good for All Players

MID-RANGE / PUTT & APPROACH

JK Pro AviarJK Pro AviarJK Pro AviarJuliana Korver’s favorite putter. 
Juliana Korver’s favorite putter. 
Juliana Korver’s favorite putter. Grippy and dependable.Grippy and dependable.Grippy and dependable.

2| 3| 0| 2

R-Pro

KC Pro AviarKC Pro AviarKC Pro AviarKen Climo’s putter of choice. Stable 
Ken Climo’s putter of choice. Stable 
Ken Climo’s putter of choice. Stable and stiff. Good for windy approaches.
and stiff. Good for windy approaches.
and stiff. Good for windy approaches.

2| 3| 0| 2

Pro

IT’S ALL IN THE NUMBERS
4 | 4 | 0 | 2

Speed (�rst number) 
Speed is the ability of a disc to cut through the air. Speed ratings are from 1 to 13. Discs with higher numbers are faster, but require more power to achieve their true potential. Lower numbers o�er better distance control.Glide (second number) A higher glide number means the disc can ride the air better. New players should look for discs with more glide. A disc rated 6 has the most glide. Turn - High Speed Turn (third number) The tendency of a disc to bank right (for RHBH* throwers) early in the �ight. A disc rated +1 is most resistant to turn over. A disc rated -4 will turn the easiest.Fade - Low Speed Fade (last number) All discs tail o� in the same direction (left for RHBH* shots), but some will “hook” harder than others. A disc rated zero will �nish the straightest while a 5  will hook the hardest. 

INNOVA PLASTIC TYPES  
DX - Great grip and our most a�ordableGrip:  | Durability:  | Price: $

R-PRO - More durable and our grippiest plasticGrip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$
PRO - Tough and tacky in the hand, ages wellGrip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$

CHAMPION - The original super-durable plasticGrip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$$
STAR - Champion durability with improved gripGrip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$$$

SpiderSpider
An easy-to-control disc. Does what 
An easy-to-control disc. Does what 
An easy-to-control disc. Does what 

Spider
An easy-to-control disc. Does what 

Spider
you want.

5| 3| 0| 1

Star
Champion

DX

Cro
Easy to throw forehand or 
Easy to throw forehand or 
Easy to throw forehand or backhand. Very accurate.
backhand. Very accurate.
backhand. Very accurate.

5| 3| 0| 2

Star
R-Pro

DX

Gator
A powerful arm needs a solid 
A powerful arm needs a solid 
A powerful arm needs a solid Mid-Range. This is it. Mid-Range. This is it. Mid-Range. This is it. 

5| 2| 0| 3

Star
DX

SkeeterSkeeter
A good choice for an all-around 
A good choice for an all-around 
A good choice for an all-around golf disc.

5| 5| -1| 1

Star
R-Pro

DX

PantherPanther
Straight flyer for newer players. 
Straight flyer for newer players. 
Straight flyer for newer players. Great for low ceiling shots.
Great for low ceiling shots.
Great for low ceiling shots.

5| 4| -2| 1

Champion

Kite
Blurring the lines between Mid-Range
Blurring the lines between Mid-Range
Blurring the lines between Mid-Rangeand Driver. A smooth turnover disc.
and Driver. A smooth turnover disc.
and Driver. A smooth turnover disc.

5| 6| -3| 1

Star
DX

Shark
Easy to learn. An accurate and 
Easy to learn. An accurate and 
Easy to learn. An accurate and dependable disc. 

4| 4| 0| 2

Star
Champion

DX

Roc
Most popular Mid-Range among 
Most popular Mid-Range among 
Most popular Mid-Range among professionals. Pure and consistent.
professionals. Pure and consistent.
professionals. Pure and consistent.

4| 4| 0| 3

Pro
DX

CoyoteCoyote
A straight flyer with dependable 
A straight flyer with dependable 
A straight flyer with dependable 

Coyote
A straight flyer with dependable 

Coyote
glide. Feels great in the hand.
glide. Feels great in the hand.
glide. Feels great in the hand.

4| 5| -1| 1

Star
Champion

DX

Cobra
A beginner friendly disc suitable for 
A beginner friendly disc suitable for 
A beginner friendly disc suitable for kids on up. Graceful turns.
kids on up. Graceful turns.
kids on up. Graceful turns.

4| 5| -2| 2

DX

Wolf
Our best Mid-Range roller. 
Our best Mid-Range roller. 
Our best Mid-Range roller. Thumtrac keeps grip consistent.
Thumtrac keeps grip consistent.
Thumtrac keeps grip consistent.

4| 3| -4| 1

DX

StingrayStingray
Smooth turning flight. Great for 
Smooth turning flight. Great for 
Smooth turning flight. Great for 

Stingray
Smooth turning flight. Great for 

StingrayStingray
Smooth turning flight. Great for 

Stingray
rollers too. A good first disc.
rollers too. A good first disc.
rollers too. A good first disc.

4| 5| -3| 1

Star
DX

Classic RocClassic RocClassic RocExcellent for approaches and short 
Excellent for approaches and short 
Excellent for approaches and short drives. A great woods disc.
drives. A great woods disc.
drives. A great woods disc.

3| 3| 0| 2

DX

Hydra
Floats in water. Approach or putt, a 
Floats in water. Approach or putt, a 
Floats in water. Approach or putt, a 

Hydra
Floats in water. Approach or putt, a 

Hydra
versatile disc that’s hard to lose.
versatile disc that’s hard to lose.
versatile disc that’s hard to lose.

3| 3| 0| 2

R-Pro

Pig
A stable ThumTrac disc that works 
A stable ThumTrac disc that works 
A stable ThumTrac disc that works 

Pig
A stable ThumTrac disc that works 

Pig
for sidearm and backhand throws.
for sidearm and backhand throws.
for sidearm and backhand throws.

3| 1| 0| 3

R-Pro

Dart
Feels great, flies straight. Trust it to 
Feels great, flies straight. Trust it to 
Feels great, flies straight. Trust it to slam chains. Better than practice! 
slam chains. Better than practice! 
slam chains. Better than practice! 

3| 4| 0| 0

R-Pro

Aero
A classic. The first true golf disc. 
A classic. The first true golf disc. 
A classic. The first true golf disc. Straight as an arrow.Straight as an arrow.Straight as an arrow.

3| 6| 0| 0

Star
DX

XD
Great for those just learning to 
Great for those just learning to 
Great for those just learning to throw long drives. Forgiving.
throw long drives. Forgiving.
throw long drives. Forgiving.

3| 4| -1| 1

DX
Rhyno
ThumTrac power putter. Great for 
ThumTrac power putter. Great for 
ThumTrac power putter. Great for 

Rhyno
ThumTrac power putter. Great for 

Rhyno
windy days and short drives.
windy days and short drives.
windy days and short drives.

2| 1| 0| 3

Star
Champion

R-Pro
DX

Aviar DriverAviar DriverAviar DriverThe Aviar for power play and windy 
The Aviar for power play and windy 
The Aviar for power play and windy conditions.

2| 3| 0| 2

Star

Aviar P & AAviar P & AAviar P & A
The best-selling golf disc ever. Easy 
The best-selling golf disc ever. Easy 
The best-selling golf disc ever. Easy to learn and easy to throw straight.
to learn and easy to throw straight.
to learn and easy to throw straight.

2| 3| 0| 1

Star
Champion

R-Pro
DX

Classic AviarClassic AviarClassic AviarOur straightest Aviar. Stiff feel for 
Our straightest Aviar. Stiff feel for 
Our straightest Aviar. Stiff feel for approaches and putts.approaches and putts.approaches and putts.

2| 3| 0| 0

DX

Birdie
Our “Go for it” putter. Straight but 
Our “Go for it” putter. Straight but 
Our “Go for it” putter. Straight but stops quick. ThumTrac for sure grip. 
stops quick. ThumTrac for sure grip. 
stops quick. ThumTrac for sure grip. 

1| 2| 0| 0

DX

PolecatPolecat
A slow, straight putter. All around 
A slow, straight putter. All around 
A slow, straight putter. All around short range disc. Great for kids.
short range disc. Great for kids.
short range disc. Great for kids.

1| 3| 0| 0

DX

Sonic
A golf disc that feels and flies like a 
A golf disc that feels and flies like a 
A golf disc that feels and flies like a catch disc. A natural transition disc.
catch disc. A natural transition disc.
catch disc. A natural transition disc.

1| 2| -4| 0

DX

HOW TO USE THIS CHART  

  Highly Recommended      ●  Recommended 

Disc
Aero

  ●Aviar P & A  ● ●Aviar Driver ● ● ● ●Classic Aviar ● ● ● ●JK Pro Aviar ● ● KC Pro Aviar ● ● ●Birdie
 ● ●Classic Roc ● ●

●Cobra
 ● ● ●Coyote ●

 ●Cro ● ● ● ●Dart
   ●Gator ●  ●Hydra

●Kite
 ● ●Panther ● ● ●Pig
  ● ●Polecat

 ● ●Rhyno ● ● ● ●Roc
●

●Shark ● ● ● ●Skeeter
 ● ●Sonic


●Spider
● ●Stingray ● ●  ●Wolf ●
 ●XD

● ●
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* Right Hand Back Hand throws

* Right Hand Back Hand throws

DX - Great grip and our most a�ordable

Grip:  | Durability:  | Price: $

R-PRO - More durable and our grippiest plastic

Grip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$

PRO - Tough and tacky in the hand, ages well

Grip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$

CHAMPION - The original super-durable plastic

Grip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$$

STAR - Champion durability with improved grip

Grip:  | Durability:  | Price: $$$$

Each disc golfer’s throw is unique. This chart will help determine the right 

INNOVA driver for your throw. Once you have thrown one of our drivers, 

you can use this chart as a frame of reference to choose others. Driver 

choice is based primarily on two characteristics - Speed and 

Stability. Discs are arranged from overstable on the left to 

understable on the right.  The fastest �ying discs are at the 

top, and distance control drivers are at the bottom. 

OVERSTABLE For Wind & Power

UNDERSTABLE Beginner FriendlyBeginner FriendlyBeginner Friendly

STABLE (STRAIGHT) Good for All Players

FAIRWAY & DISTANCE DRIVERS

S P E E D

12

S P E E D

13

S P E E D

10

S P E E D

11

S P E E D

8

S P E E D

9

S P E E D

6

S P E E D

7

GrooveGroove
Uniquely grooved rim 
Uniquely grooved rim 
Uniquely grooved rim 

boosts distance for all.
boosts distance for all.
boosts distance for all.
boosts distance for all.
boosts distance for all.
boosts distance for all.

13| 6| -2| 2
Champion

Boss
This is the big dog. Big “D” 
This is the big dog. Big “D” 
This is the big dog. Big “D” 

for better players. BOOM!
for better players. BOOM!
for better players. BOOM!
for better players. BOOM!
for better players. BOOM!
for better players. BOOM!

13| 5| -1| 3

Star

Champion
R-Pro

DestroyerDestroyerDestroyer
Your best bet for all Your best bet for all Destroyer
Your best bet for all DestroyerDestroyer
Your best bet for all Destroyer
around distance. Period.
around distance. Period.
around distance. Period.
around distance. Period.
around distance. Period.
around distance. Period.

12| 5| -1| 3

Star
Pro
DX

XCaliberXCaliber
The fastest stable driver. 
The fastest stable driver. 
The fastest stable driver. 

Powerful wind beater.
Powerful wind beater.
Powerful wind beater.
Powerful wind beater.
Powerful wind beater.
Powerful wind beater.

12| 5| 0| 4

Star

StarfireStarfire
An all-around Distance 
An all-around Distance 
An all-around Distance 

Driver. Very accurate.
Driver. Very accurate.
Driver. Very accurate.
Driver. Very accurate.
Driver. Very accurate.
Driver. Very accurate.

10| 4| 0| 3

Star

Champion
DX

MonsterMonster
A very fast overstable disc. 
A very fast overstable disc. 
A very fast overstable disc. 

Great for sidearms and wind. 
Great for sidearms and wind. 
Great for sidearms and wind. 
Great for sidearms and wind. 
Great for sidearms and wind. 
Great for sidearms and wind. 

10| 3| 0| 5

Star

Champion

Beast
A great first distance 
A great first distance 
A great first distance 

disc. Turns and glides.
disc. Turns and glides.
disc. Turns and glides.
disc. Turns and glides.
disc. Turns and glides.
disc. Turns and glides.

10| 5| -2| 2

Star

Champion
DX

Orc
An easy-to-learn controllable 
An easy-to-learn controllable 
An easy-to-learn controllable 

driver for anyone.driver for anyone.

10| 4| -1| 3

Star

Champion
DX

MonarchMonarch
Glide for beginners, turn 
Glide for beginners, turn 
Glide for beginners, turn 

for power throwers.for power throwers.for power throwers.for power throwers.

10| 5| -4| 1

Star

Champion
SL
Easy-to-control. 

Long, straight shooter.
Long, straight shooter.
Long, straight shooter.
Long, straight shooter.
Long, straight shooter.
Long, straight shooter.

10| 5| -1| 2

Star
Pro

FL
Consistent accurate Consistent accurate 

flights in all conditions.
flights in all conditions.
flights in all conditions.
flights in all conditions.
flights in all conditions.
flights in all conditions.

9| 3| 0| 2

Star

FirebirdFirebird
A top overstable disc for pros. 
A top overstable disc for pros. 
A top overstable disc for pros. 

Backhand, sidearm, overhead.
Backhand, sidearm, overhead.
Backhand, sidearm, overhead.
Backhand, sidearm, overhead.
Backhand, sidearm, overhead.
Backhand, sidearm, overhead.

9| 3| 0| 4

Star

Champion
DX

SidewinderSidewinderSidewinder
Great first driver and a 
Great first driver and a 
Great first driver and a 

phenomenal roller.phenomenal roller.phenomenal roller.

9| 5| -3| 1

Star

Champion
DX

Viking
Our straightest distance disc. 
Our straightest distance disc. 
Our straightest distance disc. Viking
Our straightest distance disc. Viking
Easy to learn.Easy to learn.

9| 4| -1| 2

Champion
DX

RoadrunnerRoadrunnerRoadrunner
Beginner friendly driver. 
Beginner friendly driver. 
Beginner friendly driver. 

Great for rollers too!
Great for rollers too!
Great for rollers too!
Great for rollers too!
Great for rollers too!

9| 5| -4| 1

Star

Champion

DragonDragon
Floats in water! A great 
Floats in water! A great 
Floats in water! A great Dragon
Floats in water! A great Dragon
beginner disc. 150 grams.
beginner disc. 150 grams.
beginner disc. 150 grams.
beginner disc. 150 grams.
beginner disc. 150 grams.
beginner disc. 150 grams.

8| 5| -2| 2

DX

ArchangelArchangelArchangel
Maximizes beginner drives. 
Maximizes beginner drives. 
Maximizes beginner drives. Archangel
Maximizes beginner drives. ArchangelArchangel
Maximizes beginner drives. ArchangelArchangel
Maximizes beginner drives. Archangel

Lots of glide.Lots of glide.

8| 6| -4| 1

DX

ValkyrieValkyrie
World Record holder at 820 ft. 
World Record holder at 820 ft. 
World Record holder at 820 ft. Valkyrie
World Record holder at 820 ft. Valkyrie
A great disc for all.A great disc for all.A great disc for all.

9| 4| -2| 2

Star

Champion
DX

GazelleGazelle
Great for beginners and pros 
Great for beginners and pros 
Great for beginners and pros 

alike. Straight and simple.
alike. Straight and simple.
alike. Straight and simple.
alike. Straight and simple.
alike. Straight and simple.
alike. Straight and simple.

6| 4| 0| 2

DX

WhippetWhippet
A proven wind fighter. 
A proven wind fighter. 
A proven wind fighter. Whippet
A proven wind fighter. WhippetWhippet
A proven wind fighter. Whippet
Power shots. Big hyzers.
Power shots. Big hyzers.
Power shots. Big hyzers.
Power shots. Big hyzers.
Power shots. Big hyzers.
Power shots. Big hyzers.

6| 3| +1| 5

DX

Viper
Overstable disc. Great 
Overstable disc. Great 
Overstable disc. Great Viper
Overstable disc. Great Viper
for high flex shots.for high flex shots.

6| 4| +1| 5

DX

LeopardLeopard
Our best first driver for 
Our best first driver for 
Our best first driver for Leopard
Our best first driver for Leopard
beginners. So straight!
beginners. So straight!
beginners. So straight!
beginners. So straight!
beginners. So straight!
beginners. So straight!

6| 5| -2| 1

Star

Champion
DX

CheetahCheetah
Finesse driver with solid 
Finesse driver with solid 
Finesse driver with solid 

fade.

6| 4| -2| 2

DX

TeeBirdTeeBird
The choice of top pros 
The choice of top pros 
The choice of top pros 

for deadly accuracy.
for deadly accuracy.
for deadly accuracy.
for deadly accuracy.

7| 5| 0| 2

Star

Champion
DX

BansheeBanshee
Good choice for accurate 
Good choice for accurate 
Good choice for accurate 

overstable fairway shots.
overstable fairway shots.
overstable fairway shots.
overstable fairway shots.
overstable fairway shots.
overstable fairway shots.

7| 3| 0| 3

Champion
DX

Eagle
Dependable for straight 
Dependable for straight 
Dependable for straight Eagle
Dependable for straight Eagle
or turnover drives.or turnover drives.

7| 4| -1| 3

Star

Champion
DX

TL
A smooth flying straight 
A smooth flying straight 
A smooth flying straight 

disc. Great first driver.
disc. Great first driver.
disc. Great first driver.
disc. Great first driver.
disc. Great first driver.
disc. Great first driver.

7| 5| 0| 1

Star

Max
Seriously overstable. 
Seriously overstable. 
Seriously overstable. 

Not for the faint of arm.
Not for the faint of arm.
Not for the faint of arm.
Not for the faint of arm.
Not for the faint of arm.
Not for the faint of arm.

11| 3| 0| 5

Star

WraithWraith
Amazing glide that stays on 
Amazing glide that stays on 
Amazing glide that stays on 

straighter lines. Oh yeah.
straighter lines. Oh yeah.
straighter lines. Oh yeah.
straighter lines. Oh yeah.
straighter lines. Oh yeah.
straighter lines. Oh yeah.

11| 5| -1| 3

Star

Champion
Pro
DX

TeeRexTeeRex
A power driver for big arms 
A power driver for big arms 
A power driver for big arms 

and hyzers. Awesome.
and hyzers. Awesome.
and hyzers. Awesome.
and hyzers. Awesome.
and hyzers. Awesome.
and hyzers. Awesome.

11| 4| 0| 4

Star
DX

HOW TO USE THIS CHART  

IT’S ALL IN THE NUMBERS

13| 6| -2| 2
Speed (�rst number) 

Speed is the ability of a disc to cut through the air. Speed ratings are from 1 to 

13. Discs with higher numbers are faster, but require more power to achieve 

their true potential. Lower numbers o�er better distance control.

Glide (second number) 

A higher glide number means the disc can ride the air better. New players 

should look for discs with more glide. A disc rated 6 has the most glide.

Turn - High Speed Turn (third number) 

The tendency of a disc to bank right (for RHBH* throwers) early in the �ight. A 

disc rated +1 is most resistant to turn over. A disc rated -4 will turn the easiest.

Fade - Low Speed Fade (last number) 

All discs tail o� in the same direction (left for RHBH* shots), but some will 

“hook” harder than others. A disc rated zero will �nish the straightest while a 

5  will hook the hardest. 

INNOVA PLASTIC TYPES  

  Highly Recommended      ●  Recommended 

Disc

Archangel ●
● ●

Banshee
● ● ● ●

Beast
● ● ● ●

Boss
 ●

●

Cheetah ● ● ●

Destroyer
●

●

Dragon
●

●

Eagle
● ● ●

Firebird  
 ●

FL
● ●

Gazelle
●

Groove
●

Leopard 
 ● ●

Max
● 

●

Monarch 


Monster
● 



Orc
● ●

Roadrunner 
● 

Sidewinder ● ● 
●

SL


Starfire
● ● ●

TeeBird
● ● ● ●

TeeRex
● ● ● ●

TL
● 

Valkyrie 
● ● ●

Viking
● ●

Viper
● ● ● ●

Whippet
● 

 ●

Wraith
● ●

XCaliber  
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POP Materials 
Innova carries a wide 
selection of materials and 
signs to let players know 
where to get the best gear 
in disc golf. Call our sales 
representatives and we’ll 
make sure you are set up 
to attract players, new and 
experienced.

A. Authorized Dealer window decal    B. Disc Selection Charts    
C. Brochures    D. Throwing charts    E. Ken Climo Topper sign    
F. 4 foot by 2 foot Nylon Banners  

A. 

E. 

B. 

D. 

F. 
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West Coast Order Line • 800-408-8449
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Disc golf retailing is a growing business. Well stocked 
retail shops can do brisk business near a popular 
disc golf course or hotspot. A wide selection of discs 
ensures that you are catering to the widest slice of the 
market. 
Our retail display options are designed to accent your 
existing retail fixtures, or integrate disc golf into them. 
If you need banners or Disc Selection Charts to inform 
your customers, we’ll be glad to send them with your 
order free of charge.

Shown with 6 gridwall brackets 
(sold separately) 

Cardboard Display Box
Our cardboard display boxes 
allow discs to be displayed on 
most shelves. They can also 
be mounted to gridwall. Each 
cardboard display fits up to 12 
drivers or 10 putters.

Hanging Display Brackets
Our Display Brackets allow you 
to easily arrange your Innova 
discs neatly. Each holds up to 12 
discs. They work with gridwall, 
slatwall and pegboard. We also 
carry gridwall for creating your 
own custom Innova Disc Golf 
display. Call your representative 
for help in ordering the display 
to suit your needs.

Freestanding Gridwall Display Rack 

Designed for one or two-sided disc golf 
display, our freestanding gridwall can 
hold up to 16 brackets, almost 200 discs! 
Signature yellow DISCatcher band will 
attract disc golfers like a moth to flame.

Rolling Four Shelf Display
Easily maneuverable high density disc golf 
display. Easy to assemble. Uses Cardboard 
Display	Boxes.	You	can	display	200	discs	in	
4 square feet of floor space.

Gridwall

Slatwall & Pegboard

DISC Golf Pro Shop • Put It On Display

Suggested configuration shown. 
Call for pricing.

54”  H
24”  W
24” D

54”  H
20”  W
20” D
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HIGH VISIBILIT Y  TARGET TOP
Our yellow powder coated target top makes the Innova 
DISCatcher  PRO highly visible. All stainless steel construction 
makes it long-lasting and low maintenance. 

BUILT  TO L AST
Hot-dip galvanized basket, pipe and chains allow our targets to 
weather the elements better than painted or zinc plated targets.

T H R E E  T I E R E D  C H A I N S
12 outer chains grab your disc, while 12 more inner chains 
buffer and slow the disc, improving catching performance. 
This makes the DISCatcher a favorite target of players.

INSTALL ATION TUBES INCLUDED
Don’t pay extra! Our DISCatcher PRO permanent target prices 
include locking collars and installation tubes. 

PDGA APPROVED
Both the DISCatcher PRO permanent and portable models are 
PDGA approved for tournament play.

The Innova DISCatcher® PRO is the best 
catching, most visible, and longest lasting disc 
golf target. The DISCatcher PRO is available in 
both permanent and portable models, making 
it perfect for a local course or for play in the 
back yard.

The DISCatcher PRO permanent is a 
favorite of parks departments and course 
professionals—in 2009 over 200 new 
courses were installed using DISCatcher PRO 
permanent targets. The bright yellow band 
improves target visibility from afar and also 
identifies the disc golf course for non-players. 
The DISCatcher PRO has 24 chains designed to 
catch and stop discs. Discs thrown into its large 
“sweet spot” resist “blow-throughs”, “bounce-

backs”, and “bounce-outs”. We are sure that the 
DISCatcher PRO will suit your needs, whether 
you are installing a new course or upgrading an 
existing one.

The price of the DISCatcher PRO permanent 
includes locking collar and one installation 
tube for in-ground installation.

The DISCatcher PRO Portable offers the same 
great “catchability” as the Permanent model, 
but with a metal base that allows it to be set 
up anywhere. The Portable is ideal for use on 
temporary courses or as a heavy-duty full-size 
target for backyard practice.

The DISCatcher PRO was designed by pros 
to improve scoring from near and far. There is no 
better choice than the DISCatcher PRO.

See the difference 
from the tee to 

the green
Official target of the United States Disc Golf ChampionshipNate Sexton, Team Innova

DISCatcher® Targets • The Best and Brightest
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West Coast Order Line • 800-408-8449
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18 •	 Target Top — Our yellow target tops are 
stainless steel. They are 22 inches across and 4 
inches high. The stainless steel band is welded 
to stainless steel “spokes”. Each target top is 
then powder coated in bright yellow for best 
visibility on the course.

•	 Chains — Our hot-dip galvanized chains are 
made to handle abuse. 24 strands of 2/0 chain. 
(12	outer,	6	middle,	6	inner)	

•	 Basket — Our baskets will provide years 
of loyal service. They are made of hot-dip 
galvanized steel rod to survive years of harsh 
weather.

•	 Pole — Our hot-dip galvanized 74” pole deters 
vandals.	With	1/8”	walls	to	deter	bending	
or cutting. Each is pre-drilled for target top, 
basket, and collar hardware.

•	 Locking Collar — Hot-dip galvanized steel 
tube. Securely fits over pole mounted with 
tamper resistant screws. Included in price.

•	 Installation Tube — 24” long hot-dip 
galvanized steel tube. Provides a snug fit for 
the target at PDGA approved height. Locking 
tab aligns with locking collar for security. 
Included in price. Padlock sold separately.

Model  MSRP
DISCatcher PRO with 1 Installation Tube $375.00
DISCatcher PRO Portable $375.00
Course sales  $300.00 ea.

DISCatcher® PRO Portable Target 
The Pro Portable is the ultimate portable target. 
It has everything that our regular PRO Target has, 
except it uses a shorter pole and galvanized base for 
more portability. Four main parts allow you to set it 
up and take it down easily. The target top and base 
fit nicely in the basket for storage. PDGA approved 
for	tournament	play.	80	pounds	fully	assembled.

1/4” Security screws and Hex Head 
Cap screws for all locations.

Deep basket with in-line 
nubs prevents skip aways.

24 chains in 3 tiered array for 
superior catching.

Stainless steel for years of use.  
Yellow	powder	coated	for	high	
visibility from long distances.

Installation within sprinkler valve 
box offers maintenance free 

pin placements. Valve box sold 
separately. Available at local 

home stores.

DISCatcher PRO has 3 layers of chains to catch more shots

DISCatcher® PRO Targets • The Best and Brightest

Photo by Allen Borsky
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9 Hole Course
Almost everything you need to install a 
9	hole	disc	golf	course.	You’ll	need	some	
tools, concrete, signposts and appropriate 
hardware for mounting signs. 

Price with Signs $3185

9 DISCatcher® PRO targets with locking collars 
and installation tubes                                $2700.00
9 Innova signs w/o post $360.00
Rules & Safety sign $125.00

18 Hole Course
Almost everything you need to install an 
18	hole	disc	golf	course.	You’ll	need	some	
tools, concrete, signposts and appropriate 
hardware for mounting signs. 

Price with Signs   $6245

18	DISCatcher® PRO targets with locking collars 
and installation tubes                                $5400.00
18	Innova	signs	w/o	post $720.00
Rules & Safety sign $125.00

Innova’s New Course Signs
The new Innova Sign Frame with 
aluminum sign and Lexan cover provides 
an economical and easy-to implement 
sign solution for your course.
Just provide us with: Par, Distance, and 
Hole	Number	and	we’ll	do	the	rest.	Your	
signs will be ready to mount on wood or 
U-channel posts. 
$50 each or save when ordering them in 
a course package. 

East	Coast:		 800-476-3968
West	Coast:		800-408-8449

Extra Installation Tube
Galvanized to last, this installation tube 
is the same as the ones that come with 
our DISCatcher® PRO permanent model. 
If you already have a course, but 
need to create a new target location, 
our installation tubes are what you 
want. Now you can have multiple pin 
positions. Move them around to create 
more variety. Perhaps a winter short 
position will allow players to play a faster 
round when the days are short.

$25.00

We do everything we can to grow the 
sport of disc golf, and it all starts with 
new course development. We offer 
simple solutions to get your course 
throw-ready quick. 
Our nine and eighteen hole packages 
save you $75 per target. Packages can 
be customized to fit your property and 
vision. 

It doesn’t matter if it is three holes or 
twenty-seven holes. We can help get 
your course in the ground fast. Let us 
work with you to build a course package 
that fits your specific goals and budget. 

We’ll Help you Get your Course In The Ground

Disc Golf Courses • Big or Small: We Have It All

Save 20% on targets when you order an entire course!

International Disc Golf Center, Augusta, GA
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Trust the Disc Golf Experts
Professional Disc golf course design 
is a growing and significant part of 
park and land development planning. 
The Innova Course Design team has 
extensive experience and unique insight 
into the successful creation of disc golf 
facilities. Our design team can meet the 
requirements for any project - whether it 
is for an elaborate world championship 
level course, a private use facility or 
small local park with limited land and 
resources.  

Take the first step in getting your course 
in the ground. Let us review your project 
plans, or make an on-site survey, which 
will allow us to make realistic estimates 
that suit your specified needs. 

The Innova Course Design Team will 
work with you or your client in every 
step of the course planning process:
•	 Site	Selection	Consultation
•	 Site	Planning	&	Proposal
•	 Cost	Projection
•	 Project	Presentation
•	 Phase	Development
•	 Labor/Hardware	Installation	Bids

Call the Innova Design Team: 
800-476-3968

Call us today to request 
our free Course Design 
Brochure. It is a 
valuable tool that will 
help you make an 
informed decision. 

Disc Golf Development • Build It and They Will Come

Custom Color Tops
Is your course in need of a blast 
of new color? Does your school 
want a disc golf course that 
matches	the	team’s	colors?	You	
now have the power!
Custom color DISCatchers are 
now available in a multitude of 
colors. If that isn’t enough, you 
can add cool special effects. 
We will work with you; be it for 
a backyard target or an entire 
course. Please contact Innova 
for more information and 
pricing.

1
2
3
4
5
6

8
7

Ashe County Park, Jefferson, NC

Lemon Lake Sports Complex, Crown Point, IN
Home to the 2010 Pro World Championships
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Disc Golf U™	(DGU)	has	a	variety	of	online	tools	designed	to	unite	
throwers everywhere. 

Handicapping: 
The unique DGU handicapping formula specifically applies to 
disc golf. Player handicaps are automatically adjusted to reflect 
the difficulty of the course being played.  This helps ensure 
portability, consistency, and accuracy. 

Leagues: 
Our league system is simple to use, rich with features, and 
requires no experience to get started. Perfect for existing clubs 
or leagues, schools, parks & recreation programs, and more. DGU 
offers handicap league play, a great way to make competitive disc 
golf more inviting, fair, and fun for players of any skill level.

Tournaments: 
Post tournament information and manage registration online 
quickly and efficiently. 

Tools
Here are just a few of the benefits that come with a membership 
to DGU.
•	 Log	and	track	scores
•	 Get	an	official	handicap
•	 Locate	courses	all	over	the	world
•	 Customize	and	print	free	scorecards

Course Locator
Use the DGU Course Locator to list your course and to find other 
courses - www.DiscGolfU.com

Play Disc GolfEarn PointsRedeem PointsGet Cool Stuff!

www.DiscGolfU.com 
Log on and join today

Disc Golf U • Online Disc Golf Toolkit for Players & Promoters
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EDGE School Program Benefits
•	 Students	learn	through	hands-on	lessons	using	real	golf	

discs and equipment 

•	 EDGE	curriculum	also	teaches	fitness,	math	skills,	courtesy,	
environmental responsibility

•	 SkillShot™	standardized	fundamentals	testing	allows	
students to test the skills they have learned

Educational Disc Golf Experience, Inc. is recognized as a charitable, non-profit educational organization under Section 501 C (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Educational Disc Golf Experience (EDGE)
EDGE is a non-profit organization that was founded to 
introduce the fun, lifetime sport of disc golf to young people. 
While introducing rules and techniques of disc golf, EDGE also 
provides teaching points on life skills, such as responsibility 
and cooperation. Additionally, students will learn the life-long 
benefits of an active lifestyle. 

Getting the EDGE
Getting the EDGE DVD 
allows students to see how 
the world’s best disc golfers 
attack the sport of disc golf. 
Learn by watching 12-time 
World Champion, Ken Climo, 
throw a tee shot in super slow 
motion. Forehand, backhand, 
putting, basic rules… this 
DVD covers it all so that you 
can get your students playing at 
their best. 

EDGE Basic Package gets you started
The EDGE Basic Package is designed to provide 
everything needed to teach disc golf. Check out all the 
gear you’ll get to start teaching disc golf. 

$699.95 (Shipping	included)    
Special pricing available for qualified institutions. 

•	 1	EDGE	Curriculum	for	teaching	all	age	groups
•	 1	EDGE	Getting	The	Edge	instructional	DVD
•	 40	age	appropriate	golf	discs
•	 3	portable,	collapsible	targets
•	 40	miniature	marking	discs
•	 5	Ultimate	discs
•	 1	Dodgebee	set

Help Grow the Sport!
You	can	help	grow	the	sport	
by requesting EDGE brochures 
to give to local teachers, youth 
leaders. For more information 
email us at  
info@edgediscgolf.org or call 
1-866-391-3343.	
   
www.edgediscgolf.org    $19.99

EDGE Disc Golf • Age Appropriate Disc Golf Curriculum & Equipment 
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Innova Disc Golf - West Phone 800-408-8449
11077 Arrow Route Fax 909-481-6263
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 Email info@innovadiscs.com

Innova Disc Golf - East Phone 800-476-3968
2850 Commerce Dr.  Fax 803-329-3472
Rock Hill, SC 29730 Email info@innovadiscs.com

2008 WORLD CHAMPION DAVE FELDBERG

INNOVA Disc Golf - West
11077 Arrow Route
Rancho Cucamonga, CA  91730
Phone 800-408-8449
Fax 909-481-6263
email: info@innovadiscs.com
www.innovadiscs.com

INNOVA Disc Golf - East
2850 Commerce Drive
Rock Hill, SC  29730
Phone 800-476-3968
Fax 803-329-3472
email: info@innovadiscs.com
www.innovadiscs.com

INNOVA Europe Sales
Kyläkeinunkatu 17
33820 Tampere
FINLAND
Tel. +358 40 578 1474
email: office@innovaeurope.com
www.innovaeurope.com

INNOVA JAPAN
501 1-1-9 Nishikubo
Musashino City, Tokyo
JAPAN 180-0013
Tel: +011-81-422-55-6423
Fax: +011-81-422-55-7880
email: info@herodisc.com
www.herodisc.com 
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